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By
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ABSTRACT
The greatest strength of people in a city is the beliefs
and trusts they have in each other. Neighborhood organizations
to achieve shared goals embody and reflect these beliefs. The
focus of this thesis is to propose an aid to this strength by
enabling a cooperative to be organized through the efforts of a
few we trust the least.
The aims of criminal corrections have always been a source
of controversy among those who have and have not the power to
affect them. The essence of penal philosophy is that violation
of the law requires loss of all rights except to expiate the
crime and to be penitent about the offense. Currently the
resounding definition of correctional essence is rehabilitation,
correcting the defects of an offender. This study affirms that
this combination, withdrawl of rights and correcting defects is
inevitably prone to failure. Distrust, impeachable statistics
and 200,000 people employed to keep prisoners confined in the
United States, serve to sustain this combination today. This
study endorses the conviction that communities should replace
imprisonment by alternatives that will bond their right and
obligation to restrain the liberty of those who abuse it and
proposes separating this objective from a desire to aid the
offender.
This thesis outlines the major issues viewed as critical
to the conception, implementation and progress of a residential
alternative to aid adult offenders. These issues are substan-
tiated by evaluations of recent empirical correctional research,
case studies-of a diversity of residential facilities for
offenders in Massachusetts and interviews with officials, admin-
istrators, planners and architects experienced in corrections.
This research concludes with an outline of specifics for
this residential alternative. These include evaluation of
potential sites existing for sale in the Boston area and a
strategy for initiating a food cooperative by the initial
- residents.
Thesis advisor - Gary 17arx
Title - Associate Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
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INTRODUCTION
The prison has moved to our neighborhoods. No longer can
the visions of awesome concrete dungeons of Soledad, Stateville
or Attica in the remoteness of some rural village assure that
our cars cannot be stolen, our homes theived or our persons
assaulted. No longer can the rhetor.ic of law and order, more
police protection, stiffer sentences, mandatory jail terms or
the vague phrase 'to assure domestic tranquility', settle our
stomachs from the last friendly lad who thrust a switchblade
in front of our face and demanded our wallet.
*As .taxpayers our wallet has already been wrung dry for
criminal justice. Over one billion drains from us annually to
shuffle 2.5 million people in and out of prisons which operate
currently at $15,000 per man-year. With current building costs
of t30,000 - $45,000 per inmate cell, the bardline proclamations
of our President, cor-
rections commissioners
and sheriffs to take the
'common sense' approach
of sending all convic-ted
felons to prison, fore-
warn at least another 15
billion to finance the
collassal 'Bastilles' for
another five years. For all the new gilded cages and amenities for
inmates, there is still nothing to show except more crime. 2
2Many have sought the remoteness of the suburbs to remove
their families from the terrors of a city where they work. They
have built fortresses of their homes with prison fixtures:
cyclone fences, spotlights, watchdogs, triple locks on doors,
burglar alarms and electronic garage door openers for their cars
to avoid stepping out into the night alone. Still they are afraid.
The addicts, minorities, gangs and 'have-nots' are out to take
what they have and leave them bleeding in a gutter. Obviously
the steel cages and concrete walls have never separated 'us' from
'them'.
What is our corrections system supposed to accomplish? Four
traditional objectives are often cited. Prominent is the physical
isolation of the individual offender to prevent his committing
further antisocial acts by removing him away from us. This is
our 'warehouse' or 'cold storage' approach. The 'nightstick beat'
suggests that if policeman would shoot a few more people, capital
punishment was made mandatory and maximum senterices were enforced
in nonparoleable maximum security prisons offenders would be effec-
tively removed from our -midst. Equally resounding is the objective
of reform, rehabilitation or treatment of the offender in an effort
to lower the probability of his committing further offenses upon
release. *Tenderheart professionals' suggest that if the state
would only build more mental hospitals for offenders (e.g. Dr.
Groder's pharmaceutical facility in Butner, North Carolina5)
finance more psychotherapy, group therapy, aversion therapy or
another program and hire more psychiatrists, social workers and
counselors, difficult offenders could be effectively modified in
3their behavior. Running a tight third is general deterrence,
lowering the probability of offenses by persons who might be
disposed to such by threat of a criminal sanction. Finally
under the guise of 'pompendition for the innocent victim' is
retributive justice, exacting suffering from an individual to
make him pay for what he did. How many of Stanley Milgrim's6
subjects would not smile or applaud watching Charles Bronson
in "Death Wish" or Dustin Hoffman in 'Straw Dogs" as they fought
back? Fortunately no lobby has succeeded in boxing the ears of
national policy into underwriting a single objective. Though
even as of this writing in a tidal wake of appeal for a mora-
torium of prison construction and a maximum funding, staffing
and utilization of noninstitutional corrections7, President
Gerald Ford urges 'virtually all those convicted of violent
crime should be sent to prison' 8
We do not need a new mandate to send more millions to prison.
Months ago as I reflected over the focus of my thesis, I con-
sidered the value in uncovering a dark catacomb of our prisons
and resolved that the most urgent need was to clarify the aims
of corrections and to research programs designed to support these
aims. My initial efforts were devoted to study the history and
effectiveness of the prison and existing alternatives. After
study I hypothesized that two of the primary means of contemp-
orary corrections, deprivation of liberty and rehabilitation
were completely incompatible. I defined rehabilitation as cor-
recting the personal defects of an offender. Further I hypothe-
sized that the primary objective of corrections, preventing
further crime could not be achieved solely by entrusting those
who we have given responsibility and power to enforce the l&,w
but by establishing means for a community to enable the needs
of an offender to be satisfied.
I then identified the primary needs of both male and female
offenders in Massachusetts. I hypothesized that a cooperative
organization initiated in the Boston area and managed primarily
by male and female offenders who participate voluntarily and
not as an alternative to prison could enable a majority of an
offender's needs to be met. This would offer a substantial
material benefit to a community defined by the re'sidents located
in a limited geographical area surrounding the cooperative.
With the intent of gainia more accurate perception of exis-
ting programs for offenders, I reviewed and evaluated recent
empirical correctional research and identified a diversity of
residential facilities in-rMassachusetts which I studied through
1.0
observation, interviews with staff and when possible with residents.
Further I sought the experience and opinions of key officials,
planners, architects and administrators who I interviewed to
clarify and discuss their or my conceptions or strategies relevant
11
to a i-esidential alternative .for adult offenders. These bases
I use to sustantiate my proposals. I carried my research one step
further by identifying and evaluating six potential sites for sale
in the Boston area appropriate in varying respects for the residen-
tial cooperative which I advocate. 1 2
1
"Pushing FRisons Aside", Architectural Forum, March 1973, p.29-50
2 Statistics show more'crime - to proclaim anything less than failure
would guarantee bureaucatic stagnation, The President's Commission
5-2on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force
Report: Crime and Its Impact-An Assessment, 1967, reports that
"the crime rate is increasing at a faster rate than the popula-
tion". Leroy Gould and Zvi Namenwirth, "Contrary objectives:
crime control and rehabilitation of criminals," p. 237-267 in
Jack Douglas (ed.), Crime and Justice in American Society, 1971,
have shown that it is a logic.l impossibility for ex-convicts
to contribute very much to the crime rate; and in any case, given
that so few crimes are "solved", there is no way of accurately
estimating how many crimes are committed by repeaters.
See, Flanning Iaazine, February, 1975.
4 Paul E. Meehl, "Psychology and the Criminal Law", University of
Richmond Law Review, Fall 1970; Robert Carter (ed.),
Correctional Institutions, 1972.
5
"Who is Dr. Groder?", Nation. October 5, 1974
6,Stanley Milgram, Cbcdicnce to Authority
?Policy statement of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency,
September 1972; National Advisory Coumaission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Task Force report, 1972; First
National Conference on Criminal Justice, January, 1973;
William Nagel, The New Red Earn, 1973.
8 Boston Globe, April 26, 1975.
S3imary of recent research, this thesis p.57-(.9
10 Summary of case studies, p. 51-41
1 List of interviews, appendix p. Ioo
12Site evaluations p.07-71, maps p. 72-14-
6INVOLVED
At 7:40 on the morning of June 23, 1973 I approached a grim
concrete blockhouse centered before a concrcte wall which dis-
sapeared after hundreds of feet en both sides into a fog which
hung heavily above as a mirror to my impressions. Made of rein-
forced concrete, the wall is 4000 feet long and 22 feet high and
encloses a thirty acre plot. It is 14 feet wide at the base and
narrows to 7 inches at the top, where four strands of electrically
charged wire run along the entire length.
"Tn February 1956 all prisoners of the ancient State Prison
at Charlestown were trasferred to the newly constructed Massachu-
setts Correctional Institution at Walpole, and in a single step,
the penal system of Massachusetts moved forward 150 years..., and
wrote 'finis' to a sordid chapter in American penology."
-Recent Prison Construction, U.S. Bureau of Prisons, 1960.
This was to be my first engagement with Walpole State Prison --
as an observer. The observer program, approved under then
Commissioner of Corrections, John Boone, and directed by the Ad
Hoc Committee for Prison Reform, was created to achieve a balance
between the conflicting reports of correctional officers and in-
mates and to provide increased visibility of the world behind the
walls.
For more than two weeks now the entire population of the prison
had been locked up in their cells in response to two murders of
inmates(the sixth and seventh murders of inmates at Walpole within
18 months). The first murder had occured on June 12 when an inmate
burned to death in his cell while for nearly 15 minutes his cries
for help went unheaded. Two observers had stood helplessly by
?unable to open the heavy steel doors that separated them from
the row of cells. 1  "No guards were close enough " and the keys
2
"couldn't be found". Five days later the body of Leo Flanagan,
stabbed 10 or 12 times, was found by an observer. Flanagan had
been at Walpole five days.3 The lockup was to enable the staff
to 'shakedown' each cell in search of weapons or other contraband.
Saturday, the 23rd, T was assigned to observe minimum.
Minimum is a contradiction
of description in Walpole
for beyond the inspection
eates(A) leading to the double
doors of the control room(B)
is an 800 foot corridor
equipped at numerous intervals
with steel corridor grills to
isolate- maximum(L,M), central
(B,C,D,F,G,H) and minimum(I,J,K).
The so-called minimum section (K)7'P T ATEPRISoN
MAS$.
which I observed was originally
MW A I CmU@ ELDLOCKOuide0 AU'r~ built to serve as a receiving* fNftOL .1 *EAEATION A WARk,Io^01 K EK RiCEMNO Q HOSp S SHmsh
O~fm V suas CE N. center, a hospital and temporaryMADWORj NSHMENT U LAIt.U
M c SMO e Oft e v SERVICL f#M
* cRoceHas 0 rouMN WEdetention, but has never been used
for that purpose. Even this block is separated from the corridor by
another steel grill and is divided into six tiers, three high with
twelve cells to a tier.
Although the inmates of minimum usually hel-p in the choro of
keeping the block clean the lockup had produced a pile of garbage
8along the entire length of the block on the floor which varied
between one and two feet high, About 10a.m. while I listened to
the cheers and shouts about a 'screw' who had been killed by
inmates in'an Arizona prison, a burning scrap of paper thrown
from the right and off the second or third tier landed on the
garbage and began to burn the pile. I turned to a guard who
was seated on a bench to my right, his head nodding up and down
in a faint effort to keen awake and said:
"Sir! There's a fire burning in
the back of the block!"
"Whaat?"
"There's a fire in back of the block!
"Oh...Let it burn."
"Shouldn't somebody put it out?"
"Yes, somebody... If they want to have
fires, let them have fires. The
smoke's not gonna hurt 'em. Besides
if I went i-n there they might throw
a padlock at me a crack my skull.
I've worked here over a month and I
still haven't got any of that
training I'm supposed to get. They've
been havin' such a hard time finding
anyone to work here.that I was taken
right off the street, 'cause I need
the money."
With this said he sank back into the
bench. As I turned away and walked
down the corridor in search of another guard, I heard him grumble
something and I watched as he stood up, ambled over to a fire
extinguisher, picked it up, opened the steel corridor grill and
put the fire out at : distance of about fifteen-feet.
9Watching I realized that he was also trapped, a guard in a
cage;,the inmates were waiting; and I was involved.
1Related. by a co-observer, June 23,1973
2Boston Globe, June 13,1973
3co-observer, supra note 1
4To the inmates the guards are screws, to the administration they
are correctional officers
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CORRECTIONAL EVOLUTION - AIMS
What is the objective to which ov correction system strives
and how has it evolved to its current design? A study of English
law, the basis for American jurisprudence, illuminates the roots
of correctional objectives. Response to lawless behavior in
medieval times can be described as personal retribution or vicar-
ious punishment. Offenses committed against a person or his
property were subject to immediate reprisal by the victim or if
he was incapacitated, imposed by members of his family. These
acts were concieved of as offenses against the person and his
family rather than society. Settlement was sought through redress,
stolen property returned or paid for or retaliation, an infliction
of loss or suffering on the offender. Freouently the punishment
affected not only the offender but often rendered his family des-
titute if retaliation became the confiscation of a felon's pro-
perty or his death.
As family feuds flourished and became widespread bloodbaths,
the hardy Anglo-Saxons sought a means to introauce a mediator to
their conflicts, As the influence and control of the King grew,
offenses became less conflicts between individfials or families
but more commonly against society or the King as mediator. Tariffs,
fines and pecuniary mulcts paid by the offender to the injured or
his family and or through the King became customary. Although
trial by ordeal (for example carrying a red-hot pound-iron bare
handed for three paces) and judicial joustt ame combat persisted,
the overwhelming intent was to punish the offemder. Corporal
purishment, an expansion of this aim, shortly ?unished the offender
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by branding, flogging, mutilation, public humiliation or entirely
eliminatinq him.
The church, an equally powerful influence, established the
canon law, set in the Cornus Juris Canonica, held that offenses
were against god and that those offenses must be atoned for.
Punishment took the form of self-scorging, fasts, penance and
exclusion from sacrament in anticipation that the offender would
seek his way back to the grace of the church and the obedience
of God through homily or disciplined moral instruction. Under
the medicinales and vindicativa, the ultimate forms of punishment,
expulsion, excommunication, fines, life imprisonment and death
were imposed by the state at the insistence of the church.2
The first prisons were primarily built to hold political
offenders. The Bastille, built during the 14th century, held
prisoners under lettres de cachet. Chillon in Switzerland, famed
through poems of Byron, chained political prisoners -to pillars
in its bleak cellar. The Tower of London as well was known as
a keep for enemies of the king. The enclosure of peasant firming
land'in late medieval England and the local structures used to
confine unruly vagrants were perhaps the first antecedents to the
prison institution. -The objectives of both work and conf-inement
were desired for these, stimulating the first workhouses known as
Bridewells-to be established in the 1500's in London. With the
'progression' of architecture and the writings of Cesare Beccaria,
4 an5.pisnthe Duke of Richmond in Sussex, and Jeremy Bentham prisons
provided confinement in cells, segregation of the sexes and hard
labor for the inmates. The administration of the new penitentiaries
12
and prisons took on the belief that their major purpose was to
prevent escapes and to minimize uprisings. (Appropriately similar
are the comments of a commissioner of corrections during a press
conference of a recent prison riot who said that order was being
restored and that he was well aware of the underlying problems ...
he could certainly do a better job with more money for guards and
prisons.)
The aim of elimination through outla*ry, banishment or
transportation used by the Greeks and written of in the tale of
Oedipus, became popular from 1600 to 18?5.. Rather than develpping
through theories or edicts, this means was promoted primarily by
considerations of economy and convenience and the demand for more
laborers in the colonies.of the British Empire. Persons convicted
of capital offenses could receive a pardon by consenting to be
transported for a period of years, normally seven, to the colonies
6in America, Australia, Tasmania and Norfolk Island. It is esti-
mated that England sent about 50,000 offenders between 1607 and
1776 to the American colonies until the Declaration of Independence
prohibited this practice, diverting another 150,000 English convicts
.7to Australia.
The Quakers under the leadership of William Penn, themselves
subject to persecution and scorn, established a penal system which
combined hard labor and solitary confinement. It was assumed that
since reflection in voluntary solitude lead to regeneration as
evidenced by eremites or monks, the same result would occur in
compulsory seclusion. Jeremy Bentham favored the system explaining
in detail hows
13
"The mind of the patient is by this means reduced to a
gloomy void ...receptive afterwards to better ideas... (though)
prolonged treatment of this sort would produce madness or
apathy."8
In theory the system also claimed the less ambitious purpose of
preventing the recognized pollution of novice offenders from the
inveterate criminals by restricting communication of inmates to
the warden and the chaplain.
Although most of the 19th century can be characterized as
a lag in the progression of objectives, the behavioral sciences,
growing in sophistication and acceptance had early seen the vast
potential for prisons as a laboratory. The rationale that the
offender needed treatment and that this treatment should be
molded to the offense, helped to establish classification and a
variety of programs for an offender in prison. The device of
parole, release from custody under oath of honor to fulfill
ststed conditions, established in the British colony of Norfolk
Island in 1840, was first used for prisoners by the Elmira
Reformatory in New York in 1876.9
Accompanying the behavioral reform came a sweeping change
of the crusted British penal code to remove the liability of
10
certain offenders who often then became committed indefinitely
or until treated to a hospital or institution created especially
for that purpose.
Probation, release under a suspen-
ded sentence under supervision or
specified conditions, was first imple-
mented in Massachusetts in-1878, and by
JO
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1915 was adopted by thirty-three states. The first separate
institution for women was organized in Indianapolis, opened in
1873 as Indiana's Women's Prison followed shortly after by the
Massachusetts Reformatory for Women in Framingham opened in 1877.
A pattern of entropy following a wave of activity became
evident in American corrections in the 1900's. The logic advo-
cated by the behavoralists that punishment by incarceration was
harsh enough and that criminals were sick and needed treatment
was twisted for a decade by judges who must have believed that if
incarceration was punishment enough then sentences should be
lengthened to the maximum.12 A brightened outlook came in the
1920's when social scientists concluded that their studies could
explain criminal behavior in terms of a cause and effect relation-
ship between the natural environment and the soc ial structure.13
Since poverty seemed an obvious explanation for criminal activity
efforts to rnipulate the environment were advocated. This objec-
tive was interpreted as a need for more social workers and public
welfare programs.
Sigmund Freud, invited to lecture at Worcester College,
Massachusetts in 1909, also advocated a casualty hypothesis but
founded his explanation of crime as a symptom of a maladjustment
originating between child and parent. By 1911, the Judge Baker
Clinic in Boston had adopted his philosophy and established a
psychiatric treatment center for court referrals.
In California, teachers at the San Quentin penitentiary
observed that prisoners liked to use classes to discuss irrelevant
15
but emotacennally important topics. This became the basis for the
group therapy approach to rehabilitation. Rehabilitating the
offender back into his community sounded so appropriate and
humane that it soon became a firm aim for corrections.
With the blinders of rehabilitation supposedly in full swing
the American public was surprised and annoyed by the rash of
prison riots which swept the country between 1950 and 1956.14
The news media however acted under a voluntary code requiring
the toning down or burying of stories about riots, so little
became known about 'the studies of the situation', uncovering
the truths of overcrowding, poor food, brutality and summary
executions of inmates.15 Not until New York City's Tombs Jail
was taken over in July of 197116 and New York State Attica's
tragic and costly battle of September that same year17 did the
public begin to hear of prison disturbances.
When Attica's forty-five is added to the 3,000 inmates
murdered each year , it becomes distressingly obvious that the
prison establishment is not much different from the aims of
punishments meted out in Babi Yar, Guernica, Auschwitz and My Lai.
What is the role of prison?
1 x 4,r)x 071, -, , Ai ^ N . 0 .
(mcvc.,_ -Sj-, --, IU -V)
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1 H. Barnes and N. Teeters, New Horizons in Criminology, 1959
2S.Rubin, H. Weinhofen, G. Edwards and S. Rosensweig, The Law of
Criminal Corrections, 1963
3Essay on Crimes and Punishments, 1764; Beccaria an Italian reformer
argued vigorously in this essay for the abolition of the brutal
criminal codes with their multiplicity of capital crimes and
barbarous corporal punishments.
Directed the building of the first penitentiary using the cellular
pattern, 1775
518th century British legal and social reformer, designer of the
'Panopticon' or inspection house, refected on the designs of
the Western Penitentiary of Pennslyvania erected 1826 and the
Federal penitentiary at Stateville, Illinois, 1919.
6Law of Criminal Corrections, supra note 2.
7L.L. Robson, Convict Settlers of Australia, 1965
Sellin, "Correction in Historical Perspective", 23, Law and
Contemporary Problems, 1958
9Law of Criminal Corrections, supra note 2.
e.g., The M'Naghten decision, 8 Eng. Rep. 718 (H.L.1843),
establishing insanity as a defense to criminal-acts.
11S. Rubin, Crime and Delinquency : A Rational Approach to Penal
Problems, 1961
12President's Research Committee on Social Trends, 2 Recent Social
Trends in the United States, 1933
13Clinard, "Sociologists and American driminology, 41 Journal of
Criminal Law, Corrections and Police Science, 1951, or later,
W. Whyte, Street Corner Society, -1943
14Nearly one hundred riots occured from 1950to 1956; thirty in the
eighteen month period from April, 1952 to September, 1953, in
California, Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio and Utah.
Property damage was estimated at 10 million, W. Heaps, Riots.
U.S.A.,1966.
15for example, Committee on Riots, American Correctional Association,
"Prison Riots and Disturbances", 1953
17
16Tombs Jail was notorious for its overcrowded conditions, many
inmates were found crowded two, three and four to a cell ;
some detained 24 months prior to trial.
17Attica's toll: 11 hostages and 34 prisoners dead, 150 wounded
many critically
18Sol Chaneles, Open Prison 1973.
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A ROLE
Which aim is more important? If physical isolation, general
deterrence, rehabilitation and retribution are singled out as our
primary aims; what can we be confident of our ability to perform?
An ultimate in physleal isolation, life imprisonment in a nonparole-
able maximum security prison, seems an easy out and if it were not
for our increasing concern for salvaging human rights, avoiding
needless suffering and saving money, imprisonment could become a
way of life for a significant portion of the population. People
who feel reassured by the concrete monstrosities located in distant
places fail to realize that 95% of the prisoners in institutions
of the United States are released after an average imprisonment
of 24-32 months.'
Deterrence in our present 'nonsystem' of criminal justice is
equally .suspect. I refer to the combination of law enforcement,
judiciary and corrections in this manner because a system implies
some unity of purpose, and organized interrelationships among
component parts. Our current nonsystem is plagued with uncer-
tainities in apprehension, sentencing, release and parole, miti-
gating any claim that deterrence serves a primary role in prevent-
ing further crime. Of all reported crime less than 25% are cur-
0 2
rentlf cleared by the police2. Even in 1764 when Cesare Beccaria
wrote "An Essay on Crimes and Punishments" 3 he stated that the
sureness of apprehension was the best deterrent of criminal acts.
The arbitrary discretion of judges to hand down indeterminant
sentences or the equivalently arbitrary 1 year to life sentence
parallels apprehension by its further promotion of uncertainity of
19
punishment, regardless of the crime that has been committed.
Further, corrections obscures deterrence for those who are
unlucky enough to be caught and convicted by bonding early
release to a bartering market of experimental projects, giving
blood, succumbing to the whims of the institution or partici-
pating in rehabilitative projects proclaimed to be in the inmates'
best interests. If the aim of rehabilitation in prison mollifies
deterrence and a system of justice is nonexistent to ascertain
penalties appropriate to crimes committed, can rehabilitation
serve as a role for prisons?
The resonating replies of criminologists, lawyers, correc-
tional officials, politicians, journalists and even convicts is
negative. Prison does not rehabilitate. Milton Rector, the
president of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency recently
wrote:
"Given man's long history of crime, prison-is a rather
modern concept... and now it has had its day... And as cor-
rectional institutions or rehabilitating facilities or re-
builders of the men and women who enter them, they are, in
the main,. failures. "4
Popular literature such as Ramsey Clarks', Crime in America,
assert that prisons are hardly rehabilitative and more appro-
priate labelled 'schools for crime:
"Jails and prisons in the United States today are more often
than not manufacturers of crime. Of those who come to jail un-
decided, capable either of criminal conduct or of lives free of
crime, most are turned to crime.n"A
Criminologists broaden the point asserting that imprisonment
reinforces criminal identities and actually produces changes in
20
individuals that contribute to further criminal behavior.6
California Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. has acknowledged
openly that rehabilitation in prison doesn't work for most inmates:
"We face a real problem with prisons, they don't rehabilitate
they don't deter, they don't punish and they don't protect."7
This torrent of verbosity is seldom embraced by action,for
with the bold descriptions of brutal slaying or the highly pub-
licized disasters at the Arkansas State Prison and Attica State
Prison, corrections is called to serve the impossible task of
retribution - getting back at the'obvious' sources of crime.
EVIDENCE
Urolkrneath the widespread assertions of the rehabilitative
failure of prisons is a clear lack of understanding of what
rehabilitation is. Although the word is frequently used, few
can give more than a vague description of its meaning and fewer
are consistent in their approach to corrections with their def-
initions. According to a correctional officer at Walpole State
Prison rehabilitation is the process of eradicating certain
personal defects which caused the 'unhabilitated' behavior of
crime. This definition assumes that there are identifiable
personal defects which can be directly related to criminal beha-
vior.
Evidence supporting this argument is scarce. A four year
follow-up study9 of 363 releasees from Norfolk State Prison,
Massachusetts during the period January 1, 1960 to December 1,
1960 reveals that the most influential characteristics of the
releasee population effecting return to prison were not 'personal
21
defects' but extent of previous involvements with the criminal
justice system. A comparison of committment, background and
criminal history variables between recidivists and non-reci-
divists yeilded seven variables that produced statistically
significant differences. Recidivism was defined as any subject
who returned to a federal, state or county correctional insti-
tution or jail for 30 days or more during the follow-up period.
In rank order of their significance the variables were:
Age at Present Commitment - X2=19.51,df=1,p<.001
independent variables - 29 yrs. and under; 30 yrs. and older
Prior Penal Commitments - X2=17.08,df=1,p<.001
No previous house of correction or M4CI commitments; previous
house of correction or "CI committment
Age at First Arrest - X=16.17,df=1,p<.001
19 or younger; 20 or older
Number of Prior Arrests - X2=11.39,df=1,p<.001
5 or fewer; 6 or more
Institutional Conduct - X =8.76,df=1,p<.005
No good time withheld; some good time withheld
2Type of Offense - X =9.15,df=2,p<.02
Against person; against property; other
Behavior Disorders - X2=4. 28, df=1,p<. 05
None; alcoholism, drug addiction
This data reinforces the empirical base of A theory which asserts
that if a person is defined or labelled as a criminal early in his
life, and this definition is reinforced by some kind of special
treatment, then he is likely to become a criminal.1 0 The last two
significant varibles, offense and drug addiction-alcoholism do
indicate some 'personal defects' and suggested that a more compre-.
hensive research was necessary with a recent data base.
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Committment, background and criminal history data was obtained
from the Research and Planning Department of the Massachusetts
Department of Corrections on 1971 releasees from state correctional
institutions. These include men released from the Massachusetts
Correctional Institutions (MCIs) Walpole, Norfolk, Concord, and the
three Forestry Camps (Munroe, Warwick and Plymouth); and for women
released from MCI Framingham." There were 1015 men released during
this year and 92 women. Recidivism was defined as a subject who
was returned to a federal, state or county correctional institution
or jail for 30 days or more. The follow-up period was one year
from the date of release. This definition of recidivism was chosen
by the Massachusetts Department of Correction as a standard to
maximize consistency with previous and ongoing research. The 1971
releasees are chosen because this sample precedes in time the
majority of pre-release, post-release and correctional assistance
pjguns which were established in Massachusetts.12
Statistical Analysis
The sample is divided into two subgroups for each variable
included in the analysis. The point of division was primarily
chosen to afford direct comparison to similar statistics.1 3 For
example, the variable last grade completed was grouped 12th grade -
high school or more vs. those with less than a high school edu-
cation. A statistical test, chi square 1, is then applied to the
subgroups to reject the 'null' hypothesis that there is no signif-
icant relationship between the subgroups of recidivists and non-
recidivists. The statistic is used to determine the probability
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that the results could have occured solely by chance and the
variable whose subgroups were most discriminating.
Results
A comparison of twenty variables between recidivists and non-
recidivists yeilded thirteen variables that produced statistically
significant differences (p<.05). Five variables significant to
p<c.025 are in rank order: 'minimum sentence;'marital status;'drug
use'number of juvenile incarcerations'and'number of juvenile
paroles! The significant'minimum sentence'subgroup division
between indeterminant and 2 years to life sentences may indicate
the negative effect of increasing recidivismus hthe uncertainity
of an indefinite minimum sentence. In Massachusetts a judge cannot
fix a definite term such as five years but must fix a minimum and
maximum term in sentencing a person to state prison. The minimum
must not be less than 2J years and the maximum not more than the
statute set for the crime he was convicted.1 5 Frequently the
minimum is indeterminant, allowing a continual process of bar-
gaining - good behavior, compliance with rules, participation in
programs - for early release and a decrease in the deterrent
potential for a sentence.16
Minimum Sentence Table 1
N.R. %. R. Totals
Indeterminant 405 (30) 173 578
2 years-Life 432 (18) 97 529
837 (24) 270 1107
N .R.- non-recidivistv-percentage of recidivists,R. -recidivists
2= 20.13, df= 1, p<.025
A high correlation between recidivism and marital status
indicates that k. situational influence of a marriage or
family may keep a releasee from crime. Prison releasees may
not have experienced any correction of their personal defects
and remain unhabilitated but are strongly influenced by their
social ties.' 7
Marital Status Table 2
N.R. . a R. Totals
Married 183 (21) 49 232
Other 565 (35) 310 875
748 (32) 359 1107
X2 = 17.13, df = 1, p<.025
The relationship between drug use and recidivism, significant
for both this and Carnes study 18 indicates the low rehabilitative
effect that prison has on the drug user in his commission of
crimes. Pre-release in facilities especially designed for the
drug-dependent offender1 9 or voluntary therapeutic group homes
have shown significantly better success in avoiding further contact
with the law. 2 0
]Drug Use Table 3
NR.. R, Totals
Drug Use- 257 (31) 115 372
No mention 559 (21') 148 707
of drugs
816 .(24) 263 1079
unknowns excluded -N = 28 2
X= 3,17, df = 1, p-.025
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The significance of number of juvenile incarcerations and
number of juvenile paroles in addition to age at first arrest
and age at present committment (p<.O5) substantiates the argument
that extent of previous involvements with the criminal justice
system especially at an early age is an important determinant of
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recidivism but not to the exclusion of considering other
personal characteristics.
Table 4
Number of Juvenile Incarcerations
o
1 -' 7
__________ 
I'.
585
256
(21) 155
I I
(31) 114
__________________________ 1 4
841
X2 =13.14,df
Number of Juvenile Paroles
(24)
= 1, p<
Table 5
269
025
740
367
T 1107
N.R.
-4. %
0 617
50
(22)
1- 7 221
838
X2 =12.71,
Age at Present Conmittment
(30)
(15)
df = 1,
Table 6
30 yrs.or less
31 yrs.or more
N.R.
658
175
833
X2 = 7.05,
R.
(26)
(17)
(24)
df=
237
37
274
1, p<.05
R.
174
| Totals
791
316
1107
95
169
p<.025
Totals
895
212
1107
-,
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Ae. at First Arrest-
Table 7
N. R. R. Totals
7-21 716 (26) 257 973
22 and above 106 (13) 16 122
822 (25) 273 1095
Unknown excluded - N = 12 2= 10.24, df = 1, p<.05
The following tables indicate the multiplicity of variables
related to recidivism and those found not significant (NS: p>.05).
Although three of those variables , longest period at one job and
length of employment at most skilled position and education,
indicate a causal relationship between the ability or desire to
hold a job for more than a year, having less than a high school
education and recidivism, without measure which would indicate
change in these factors either during or after the prison exper-
ience, this rehabilitative potential of prison cannot be evaluated.
Education
Table 8
2 d =X =10.68, df = 1, P<.05
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Longest Period at One Job
Table 9
12 m. or more
12 in. or less
N.R. R.
395 (26) 138
387 (33) 187
607 (30) 291
Unknown excluded .- n=149
X2=7.42,df=1,p<.05
Length at one Job,
Most Skilled Pos.
12 m. or more
12 m. or less
Table 10
N --
320
1 4
'-4
490
810
(13)
(17)
(15)
Total-
41 361
103'
144
593
954
Unknown excluded -
Military
None
Some
n=153
X2 =6 33 df =1, p<.05
Table 11
101
I 840
. e. -
(27)
(17)
(25)
225.
46
271
Unknown excluded -n=
Offense
Against person
P ci. sex)
Property
6
X2=12.26,df=1,p<.o5
Table 12
N68 Total--
468 (20) 1584
267
736
109
)(23) 224
376
1960
Drug and other excluded- n=147
X2=11.05,df=1,p<.05
Total
533
574
958
608
232
833
278
1101
T
10
28
Maximum Sentence
Severity
5 years or lesc.
6 years or more
Number of Juvenile Paro
Violations
Table 13
N.S.
521
303
(28)
(20)
824 (26)
X2=9. 2,df=1,p<.05
le
Table 14
R.
(23) 211
4I
(30) 57
4 4
(24) 268
x2 4,40,df=1,NS
Number of H of C
Incarcerations Table 15
x2=2,42,df=1,NS
Number of Adult Paroles
Table 16
N.R,. R.
-, - - , ,
505
I- 4
1-7 330
835
(23)
(27)
(25)
151
121
272
X2=2,10,df=1,NS
R.
207
4 t
76
Total
728
379
1107283
N.S.
7070
1-6
s
132
839
Total
918
189
1107
0
Total
657
450
1107
, , 
,
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Number of State
Incarcerations
0
I or more
or Federal
I N.R.
497
837
Table 17
(23)
(26)
(24)
X2=2.42,df=1,NS
Last Civilian Address
Urban Density
Urban Areas
(pop. 150,000)
(pop. 150,000)
N.R.
316
790
Table 18
(24)
(26)
(25)
Exclude: Out of State - n=44, Unknown - n=14
X2=.66gdf=1,NS
Table 19
White
Non-White
N.R.
570
263
833
R.
(25)
(24)
190
84
274
X2=.09,df=1,NS
Number of Adult Parole
Violations
N.R.
558
298
-I I
856
X2=.07,df=1
Table 20
(23)
(22)
(23)
,NS
R.
148
122
270
Total
645
462
1107
R.
148
111
259
Race
Total
622
427
1049
]Total
760
347
1107
0
1-5
R. ITotal
166
85
725
382
1107251
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This analysis indicates that recidivism may be more represen-
tative of prison's deterrent effects or post-prison influences.22
An appropriate redefinition of rehabilitation should be solely
law abiding behavior. This definition divorces the controversial
role of treatment from the prison, reaffirming instead the punitive
aim of deprivation of liberty for those convicted of particular-.
crimes. Certainly our present institutions fail drastically in
providing for the basic survival and comfort needs of their resi-
dents but the correcting defects goal and suhequent widespread
belief of this goal's failure only cloud the role of prison. Wide-
spread belief in failure has been advantageous for many however,
for the benefits illuminate the catalysts of persistence.
For the humanitarian reformer, belief in imprisonment's
failure can be used to promote his position that incarceration
is needless brutality unavoidably producing brutal behavior. Law
enforcement personnel's acceptance of the failure of prison to
correct defects either simply reinforces their belief that crime
is an inherent characteristic of particular individuals or more
frequently is explained as a lack of adequate resources. Thus,
the failure becomes an excuse for demands of more personnel and
equipment while new 'rehabilitation program packages' serve as a
positive appeal for support. Political radicals support the belief
in failure as a symbol of injustice and repression by society
concluding that this injustice and repression will continue to
incite deviant behavior. Journalists and academics often rely on
citations of 'authoritative' statistics such as the 'fact' that
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80%23 or 85%24 of prison releasees turn to crime or the equivalent
assumption that prison is the 'obvious source of crime due to the
'faceless' character of crime on the streets, to make a good copy
or to sell their latest book. Finally, rehabilitative fauilure is
thoroughly accepted by the convicts who consider imprisonment under
even the most favorable conditions unpleasant.2 5 Deprivation of
liberty is an ultimate sanction in itself so it is understandable
that convicts should feel openly resentful and unreceptive to any
aspect of a program.
An explicit separation of aim is clearly the only way out of
the mire. Prisons should perform the foction for which they are
suited - deterrence by a certainity of determinant and shorter
sentences of liberty deprivation designed to fit the seriousness
of the crime committed. Correction of the 'personal defects' or
situational constraints which are causally linked to criminal
behavior, though often uncontrollable (for examples the labelling
process26 , state laws restricting the occupational licensing of
former offenders27 , lax record access laws), should only occur.
through the voluntary initiative of the offender.
Need
From this perspective it is necessary to determine what the
needs of the identified offenders are so that programs to enable
their attainment or alternatives to incarceration can be eval-
uated or designed appropriately. A study was conducted in 1971
of the needs of offenders from Walpole, Concord and Norfolk.28
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The sample consisted- of four groups of offenders. The largest
group was comprised of men who had been given a parole date and
were awaiting release. The second group of inmates were men who
had been on parole and had been returned to the institution on
a parole revocation. The remaining two groups were made up of
men on parole, one released within the past three months and the
other released one year prior. For these two groups only men
released to the Boston or Worcester areas were included.
Each inmate or ex-inmate was given an open ended interview
with a varied focus. The pre-parole interviews focused on antici-
pated needs, knowledge of services and experiences and attitudes
towards such services. For the revoke group, the interview
attempted to uncover the causal needs relating to the revocation.
The two parole groups' interviews were concerned with the problems
of post release adjustment. Table 21 gives a description of the
samples and Table 22, a summary of their perceived needs.
Table 21
Pre-parole Revoke 3 month 1 year
28 32 26 31 Mean Age
49 13 8 10 #White
30 7 7 7 #Black
8 8 8 8 Mean Grade Completed
3 6.5 2.4 2.4 Av. Prior Incarcer.
43 76 43 43 Av. Months Incarcer.
19 18.5 17.8 17.8 Mean Age First Convt.
65 75 67 67 % Married
N = 79 N = 20 N=15 N = 17
Pre-Parole Revoke
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Table 23
3-month 1 year Perceived Need
-60% 85% 67% 64% Social-Recreational
66% 70% 60% 24% Counseling
85% 80% 53% 47% Employment
59% 40% 60% 41% Financial
40% 50% 40% 18% Educational
10% 45% 33% 41% Living Arrangements
39% 55% 27% 18% Alcohol Control
26% 30% 13% 6% Drug Control
24% 25% 13% 12% Medical
13% 35% 7% 0 Legal
A second study conducted by Patrick Ann Jackson29, sought
to identify the special needs of women offenders. The sample
included nineteen pre-parole women inmates in the states of
Massachusetts, North Carolina and South Carolina. The women
were given interviews to determine their perception of needs,
knowledge of services, experiences and attitudes.toward such
services and their immediate plans for release.
Jobs and Job Training (n=14) 74 Legal Aid (n=5) 26
Counseling (n=12) 63 Education (n=4) 21
Housing (n=9) 47 Medical Care (n=4) 21
Socio-Psychological (n=7) 37 Drug-Free Asst. (n=2) 11
Child-care (n=6) 32 Recreational (n=1) 5
Financ-ial Aid (n=5) 26 Religious (n=1) 5
Table 23
Although this is a limited and broadly based sample weak-
ened by the bias that could have occured due to the pre-selection
of particular pre-parolees that she was allowed to interview by
the prison administrators, the results are very similiar to the
preceding varied study of men inmates and ex-inmates.
In each of the studies of need the lack of social contact and
the abscence of a close interpersonal relationship is evidenced
by the desire for counseling and social-recreational needs. An
ever increasing characteristic of urban life has been the isola-
tion of the individual who in a desperate search for a friend
seeks the 'professional' comforts of a social worker, psychia-
trist or therapist to substitute for personal contact. Even
among the men in the 1 year success group, this was the most
frequent area of need. Both the pre-parole and parole groups
evidenced no- problem with anti-social ties but rather a problem
of no ties at all. The primary context for whatever social
interaction does exiest for these men is the local pub. The
increase in the number of women involved in crime30 is indicative
of both their freedom from the dependence on a man and their
difficulty coping with this freedom.3'
Equally devastating is the need for satisfying employment.
Only four of the men in the revoke group had anything resem-
bling stable employment and three-quarters of the group were
found to have no occupational skills. Only one-third of the
3 month parole group was satisfied with the type of work, con-
ditions, salary and future work goals of their present activity.
Both the pre-parole groups, men and women, perceived employment
to be their major need, 85 and 74 percents respectively.
The low educational level reached by the offenders is clearly
a causal indicator of their dissatisfaction. Few public general
education schools ever deviate from being just that for their
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students - general.' Fewer have tried to ascertain or explore
the specializations which might fit an individual's particular
character and disposition through internship programs, vocational
training or basic 'survival' skills: how to ask questions and
feel confident in doing it, how to seek and obtain what you
want (for example a job), how to manage your finances, how to
organize your own time and understand and accept the strengths
and weaknesses of yourself and others.
A cage is more than the walls which enclose a space. It
becomes-the limits of a man's or woman's social, psychological
and physical world, repressing the inadequacies of an unful-
filled life into a tight knot of body and mind. What are the
alternatives for those who abuse their liberty by violating
the law?
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ALTERNATIVES - Try Again
Worcester County Jail in West Boylston, Massachusetts is
an ultimate in the try again category. This is another maximum
security prison built less than two years ago, December of 1973.
Both-Sheriff Smith and Deputy Sheriff Smith of Worcester County
who gave me a tour of the facility are immensely proud of 'their'
creation. The physical plant is another concrete walled corr-
idor riddled horror set on top of a hill 20 miles from Worcester
and located at least 3 miles away from the nearest public trans-
portation which I used to get in range of the site. Cyclone
fences encircle the entire compound, running over the roof of
the administration building and forming numerous outdoor cages
for exercise. -Movement is monitored by the central control
station, located in the center of the telephone pole-corridor
design, by a system of sonic detectors located near the fences
which will activate even when 'the wind blows'
Programs and facilities abound within the walls although
'they are primarily for a sehect group of well-behaved, minimum
security inmates,2 There is an.electrical, paint, plumbing
and wood shop in addition to.classrooms, a library and an auto
mechanics garage (full time pay for front end alignments).
Experiments, the highest paying activities of the prisonoften
offer $200 - $300 / month for participation. The Worcester
Foundation for Experimental Biology is one of thses groups,
who in January of 1975 was paying $280 for 28 days of
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participation in a test of a pill designed to dissolve fat
around the heart.5
Living areas reveal the equal amounts of imagination and
innovation that went into the design of this prison. Minimum
security cells are 8'x8'6"x6'6" boxes equipped with a slit
window, bed,table, shelf and an outlet for music piped from
the central control station. For those on work release the cells
are larger but remain sterile. Of the total 254 (as of January
15,1975), 17 were on the work release program. Twelve of
these are employed by a local cleaning company who pays them
117.50/week - picks them up in the morning and delivers them
back in the evening - a convenient door-to-door service.
Charles Street Jail, long known to Bostonians as a haven
for 'pigeons and vermin', is presently on the drawing board4
to comply with the court order that it be drastically remodel-
led or torn down. The planning and pre-design study done by
Martha and Eliot Rothman5 states firmly that the facility is
non-punitive, service-oriented, for maximum self-sufficiency,
personal decision-making and emtloyment or educational resoon-
siility oriented. A quite similar line was pressed in the
plans for the Norfolk State Prison before it was built in 1931,
dormitories built on the perimeter of a large open quadrangle
to create the atmosphere of community life. Why all the floridity
for a jail? There is increasing evidence that: I
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"mere insertion...
into the system,especially
through detention or jail
while awaiting adjudication
...may increase rather than
lessen the likelihood that
a person will remain in
the system and be a
continuing problem to the
state." "6
If or when this new 'veneer version' of Charles Street Jail
is built, the planned two hundred and twenty-four slots will
soon be filled, whether by pre-trial detainees or as a'last
resort' from an overflow in another keep. Why shouldn't the
newly built waste 8of pre-trial detention in Cambridge less -
than a mile away above Lechmere Square be used to serve both
jurisdictions? The interests of saving over 1 million9 should
serve as some motivation.
A similar non-alternative is''Productive Assistance' proposed
10
in Loyola Univ. L.R. , which seeks lasting rehabilitation,
decreased recidivism, employment, training, individual res-
ponsibility and developement of good work habits as major
goals. All this would presumably take place under the care-
ful supervision of trained correctional workers who would
evaluate, place inmates in jobs and monitor progress. The
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employment and training are within a Prison however despite
a desire to create a 'community atmosphere'. Minimum wage
is discussed as necessary for the inmates, holding inmate
elections for officials from the 'community of inmates';
family visits are proposed as necessary; and keeping shared
cottages or'bungalows' should give increased responsibility
of keeping them clean. Although the descriptions of these
options (and realities in numerous prisons) was sketchy it is
difficult to imagine such a proposal being interpreted as
anything more than another plan for additional supply of
cheap labor - the prison industry.
Probation and Parole
The most familiar alternatives to incarceration are
probation and parole. At present approxiamately two-thirds
of the total penal population is supervised under probation
or parole by one-tenth of all correctional employees, while
about one-fifth of the funds spent for corrections is
allocated towards these programs.12 Supervision for most
pro1bationers and parolees amounts to a.monthly meeting of
varying lengths at an office of a court to determine the
activities or just ensure continuing contact with the offender.
In addition to a probation officer's commonlyoverburdened load
he is often called by a judge to make a quick evaluation of
a defendant, his age, family, education, employment, the
current offence and past record for purposes of disposition.
Among the numerous studies of probation is an exper-
iment conducted by a probation department in San Francisco.1 3
This experiment varied the number of meetings a probationer
would have with his probation officer and varied the
lengths of these contacts. The purpose was to study the
effect of various intensities of supervision and to produce
tables for supervision. Each probationer (the exact number
involved in the study was not reported) was pre-rated by a
violations inder composed of the type of offense which the
probationer had committed, age, prior record and a social-
ization scale to determine the probability of recidivism.
Probationer were then randomly assigned to a level of either
Intensive (4 meetings/month, 10 minutes/contact), Ideal
(2 meetings/month, 1 hour/contact), Normal (?) or tMinimum (?).
Results after a 12 month period (no date was given) were as
follows: Intensive - 37.55 violations, Ideal --24.36 , and
Minimum 22.25 (no mention of Normal). Applying the violations
index:to the offenders as a possible criteria for determining
violations resulted in Minimum (10.5% parole violations),
Ideal (20.9-) and Intensive (37.5%). The study concludes the
fact of the proven merit of the index as an indicator of
probation failure. In addition to the critical faults of om-
mission and methodology,1 this study may only show that
increased contact may produce increased violations due to the
observation of the high percentage of volations for the group
randomly assigned to the Intensive supervision.
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Work Release - Educational Furlough
,There are three fundamendamental features of the work
release or educational furlough programs. The first while
it is a direct extension of the philosophy of individualized
treatment, it differs from other programs (behavior modifica-
tion, counseling) in that it decreases the amount of contact
and direct control which an individual experiences in contact
with the correctional system. Secondly, release enables the
inmate to re-establish social ties 1 5 , obtain a job he may
retain after release and ease his transition from a highly
structured institution. Finally a critical argument in
support of work release is that the inmate will assume a
share of the administrative costs of the program.
The concept was originally authorized in a program
applying to misdemeanants in the Wisconsin Huber Law but
it was forty years before North Carolina established precedent
extending the concept to make felons eligible for the program.17
Thirty eight states and the federal system now have provisions
for work release programs.18
Qualifications vary for work release but a quotation
from a description of the Connecticut Department of Corrections
brochure, Work Release: A new Lease on Life, illuminates the
limited and coercive nature of eligibility:
"Inmates who have unquestionably demonstrated their
trustworthiness by a long record of stability may be considered
for Wprk Release in some of the above cases,9 but this must
be approved directly by the Commissioner."
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What are the usual eligiblity requirements? Frequently
mentioned are the restrictions which eliminate a majority of
offenders; 1) having a job before incarceration 2) not con-
victed of violent, sex or narcotic offenses 3) no dependency
on alcohol 4) offenders whose crimes were notorious or widely
publicized are seldom eligible 5) not an escape risk 6) not
a member of organized crime 7) a: resident from the city or
town where the prison is located 8) little previous record
20
9)'personality factors, These factors are often taken into
consideration before a judge,..corrections commissioner or panel
of review officers allows work release or educational furlough
to take place. In the case of misdemeanants a judge can often
make the decision to set up the program as part of a sentence.
More often judgement is made by the prison officials according
to a minimum of time remaining (usuallk three months) or in
proportion to a sentence. The -inmate if accepted is then con-
tinued to be treated as just another prisoner when he returns
at night with few exceptions.21 The work itself is often of
questiomtble value after all this restriction and frequently
never provides a contiuing involvement after release. The
marginal success of these programs coupled with the favor-
ability of the institution rather than serving the needs of
an offender will minimize or negate any positive effects these
programs may have.
Pre-Trial Diversion
In November of 1967, a court in Manhattan developed a
court employment pr6ject 2 in an effort to stop the develope-
ment.of criminal careers by intervening in the process of
adjudicating minor charges24 by deferring judgement until
after a 90-day trial period. If after 90-days the partici-
pant had been cooperative, responded well to counselling and
held a job, his charges could be dismissed. During the first
thirteen months of the program, 19 that had charges dismissed
were determined to have been rearrested (of 76-255) within 1
year. In this same period 36.7% of the 30 dismissed by the
program before 90 days were rearrested and of a control
sample of 91, chosen from +he 1967 records of those who
would.have been eligible to participate if the program was
in effect, was determined to-have a 31.9% rearrest rate.
Since 1967 the procedure has been copied in numerous -
other cities.?5, including Boston, Lowell,Lynn and Springfield
in Massachusetts. Eligibility requirements vary but selection
is often stragly biased towards the young who have no records.2 6
Although the new law of Massachusetts which took effect on Nov.
9,197427 provides a judge with discretionary ability to over-
ride formal eligibility criteria, standard requirements
include: 1) age 18-45 2) unemployed or underemployed 3" '1o
addiction to drugs or alcohol 4) maximum prison record 1 year
5) minor violation 6) resident of the city of the court's
jurisdIction
One major critism that can be levied at the diversion
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programs is that they are so selective that their participants
might be able to habitate their own defice.iies without the
program - in other words the programs choose only those with
a high probability of success to support the continuing exis-
tence of their program. Data from the seconinine momths of
the Court Diversion Project in Manhatten, indicate that rear-
rest rates have declined even with the loosening -of some of
the eligibility requirements. It is suggeste that this
means of avoiding contact with the criminal justice system
might well work in juvenile courts to avoid the label of
behog adjudged delinquent or'becoming involved in juvenile
corrections shown in statistical analysis2 to be an overwhelming
indicator of continuing trials with crime and criminal justice.
Community Residences
Residential programs as another substitute for imprison-
ment have been referred to as pre-release and post-release
centers, community treatment centers, residential treatment
centers, group homes and halfway houses. Nearly unlimited in
design, the5z facilities have been run privately, initiated
and sponsored by religious or philanthropic societies29
by state and by federal agencies. As is true with other cor-
rectional programs, the general basis for community residence
is not new. The first suggestion for a special residence for
offenders in the United States was in a report of a committee
in the Massachusetts legislature in 1817 who were to 'study
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prisons and reccrnend changes'.3 0 Residences appeared and
disapeared, established for the purpose of aiding offenders
or ex-offenders, through the years after, frequently lasting
only as long as the sponsoring organization or director was
alive and willing to support it admist official hostility.
Even in 1954 Merfyn Turner31 was assured by skeptics that he
could not run a house of criminals and live with them without
calamity and catastrophe. Although Turner was sucessful in
maintaining the house he was only partially sucessful in
detering 50. of his residents from further crime. After an
average of four months in Turner's resiknce the remaining 505
relapsed into unemployment, homelessness and sometimes crime.
Torner's regense was to finance another residence; this one
was to provide a long term support for those in need.
Synanon, a voluntary residential program for drug addicts,
was established in the early 1960's with a basic purpose of
kicking the drug habit . This was not done as, a gradual with-
drawl of decreasing amounts of drugs but coritinous and mutual-
reinforcement of other addicts to stay away from drugs. Ini-
tially a resident who is accepted into the program is restric-
ted in his movements to Synanon's property and delegated house-
keeping and iaaintenanco chores. This is the fist of three phases
or stages.of the program. Although there is no set time period
for completion of the stages (a large number of Synanon parti-
cipants become forever 3rd stagers as staff or administration
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in the Synanon organization,32 the first stage lasts about 10
months. Second stage involves living in the house but also
maintaining a job or going to school. Third stage is living
and working outside coming back every so often to participate
in functions and activities of the house. Group therapy sessions,
haircuts-verbal reprimands to attack the ego and an individual's
pretenses provides an -opportunity for a rechannelling of atti-
tudes, and use of peer group pressure to conform an indivi-
dual's.deviance to group norms seek to make the members respon-
sible and accoutable for their actions.
Marathon House3 differs from Synanonphilosophy in that
the men and women of the group do not form a 'supportive envir-
onment' for the individual but rather serves as a means for
the addict to become dependent on himself and completely leave
the house. Originally founded by James Germano in 1967 in
Rhode Island, Mafrathon House now has seven residential
facilities in the states of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Con-
necticut and Rhode Island. Approxiamately 200 residents were
in residerce as of March, 1975 aged from 14 to 46. The success
of the program is measured by the number of people who after
completion of the program continue to lead a drug-free and
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responsible life. Although a great number of applicants hever
stay at the house and many drop out of the program, the program
dains a success rate of 96; for those who have-completed the
18 to 24 month program and are leading normal lives today.
Financing of the houses is partially by grants from federal
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and states agencies who refer clients to them from courts
and other agencies, contibutions and in the case of the
Marathon House in Taunton "a lotta hustling by the residents". 35
Brooke House is the oldest halfway house for ex-
offenders in New England. It was established by the con-
certed efforts of present members of the board of directors
including Major General Joseph Ambrose and William Coolidge
to convert a women's lodging house located
at 79 Chandler Street in the South End of
Boston, to a temporary residence for male
post-releasees who planned to live in the
Boston area. This was 1965. Since then
Brooke House has expanded into Massachusetts
Half-Way Houses Inc., which includes the
residences of Coolidge House, Project
Overcome, Temporary Housing Program and the
Non-Residential programs of the Boston
Offender Services Project, Drop-In-Center, Y"0g oa
and MHHI Federal Credit Union. Brooke House is the base for
both the Temporary Housing Program (5 beds, 1 month of trans-
itional experience) and the Drop-In-Center (a constructive
leisure time activities program for residents and male and
female ex-offenders who choose to come). The Boston Offender
Services Project is 2 to 4 weeks of counselling, referral, and
financial assistance to men returning from Deer Island H., of C.
MHHI Federal Credit Union is one of two~redit unions chartered
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in the U.S. for ex-offenders. The"typical" client in the
residence programs has had 12 arrests and 4 incarcerations.
He is in his mid to late twentiesl single, separated or
divorced; and his educational and work qualifications are
minimal. He often has a drug or alcohol problem of one
degree or another.
Brian Riley, executive director of MHHI and the original
director of Brooke House states that there are four basic
essentials to a residence for ex-offenders. First is the
definition of a program. When a man is accepted after evalua-
tion of his application which is now usually sent from
prison shortly before the man is eligible for his 3 month
pre-release, he is brought to Coolidge or Brooke House and
meets a counselor there who assigns him his own room and
briefs him on the rules and standards of the program.
Usually the day after his arrival he makes out-a contract
with the explanation and discussion with his counsellor to
determine. the realistic goals and expectations which the man
wants to achieve during his stay. The contract also includes
the specifics of the rules outlined to him earlier, referring
to curfews, weekend passes, rent payrifents, work assignments,
a budget, savings program and special needs or responsibilities
that the man wants or needs to be fulfilled. The responsibility
for findinga job, organizing time(including getting up in the
morning) and managing the money they earn, is now thiers. No
more of the close accountablity and clear messages of prison
--- MM-1ho"'R _ ON" - - www _ I ,-,Z- __
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will be retained during their stay. Now their survival and the
24 hours of constant freedom are theke' responsiblities,
This is the second essential for a residence - security.
Managing their own time and 24 hrs of freedom are emphasized
because it is up to the resident to sign out and sign back in
when he returns to the house. If the man knows he will be late
he is obligated to call on his own
initiative to tell someone at the house
about it. If he fails in this responsi-
bility he is put on A.W.O.L. and then
as prisoner on escape. The security is
his to manage.
A third essential is rehabilitation.
The counselling approach of Brooke and
Coolidge Houses is based on Reality
_______37Therapy . First is involvement on a
personal level. Second the counsellor
rejects the behavior which is unrealis-
tic while retaining acceptance and
involvement. Last is an attempt to
teach the man better ways in which to
fulfill his needs within the confines of reality.
The fourth essential is finance. Contracts for sevices
on a daily basis per man are held with the Massachusetts
Department of Corrections and with the Federal Bureau of
Pisons. Indirect contracts are held with the City of Boston
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Department of Penal -Affairs. Contracts represent 75% of the
operating budget. Residents pay an average of $25 per week
depending on their incomes. The remainder is made up by
contributions.
Charlotte House is a work release extension of Framingham
in Dorchester, Massachusetts. This facility is designed for
women who have been incarcerated in MCI Framingham and who
have 12 months or less of their sentence to serve. Since
March of 1964 when the house on 32 Charlotte Street was opened
it has served over 275 women in its eleven years of operation.
Work or educational release and planned permanent residence in
the Boston area are prerequisites for admission. A selection
committee consisting of correction officers and institutional
staff screens potential participants for acceptance into the
program. After acceptanceeach potential resident participates
in an orientation program while still at Framingham where a
review of Departmental and House Rules is emphasized. At
arrival the resident is oriented to the house and staff and for
the next week participates in extensive counseling to deter-
mine recent jobs, evaluation of needs and emphasis that thbir
6wn confirmedtrowth .is) imyoi'tant.
The staff is comprised of two counselors,sa director and
an administrative assistant. Each of the staff, stays until
8p.m. 3 nights a week. No one is in the house during the day
and the Department of Corrections covers the staffing for
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weekends and nighttime. The.'oI~tdM has little con-
nection with either the staff or the residents. They are
correctiona.1 officers and the Chief Corrections Officer is
their boss. Hours for the correctional officers is 3 to 11
and .11 to 7.
The house meets 1 night a week, Thorday,to discuss general
business. There is a sign in, sign out procedure with a
written time always given for return. Passes are given out
for leisure time hours and extension of curfew past 12 is
sometimes given on an individual basis. Rent is paid by the
residents according to how much they earn per week: if under
$70 -$12.50, if over $70 -$25. There are 6 double bedrooms in
the house; as of March there were 8 residents in the house.
Even though the house is small, located in a residential area
and in good physical condition, the residents still consider
the environment jail - the sooner they can be released the
better.
The Correctional
Assistance Program
provides low-costF44.25
per day housing (reg.-
$8/day)in the YLICA;
short-term loans;
counselling and referral
All voluntary; YNCA
funded; all male;
316 Huntington Boston -C sw - GO9Ci As4s
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1Interview January 15, 1975, a corrections officer in the central
control room spoke of the sensitivity difficulty they had
experienced with the alarm system and that high wind could
make them set off
2 Interview January 15, 1975, Deputy Sherriff Ford
31d
Masiello and Associates, Architects, Inc., Worcester Center
5 planning Feasibility Study,"A New City of Boston Detention
Correction - Rehabilitation Facility", Martha Rothman,
Eliot Rothman
6Ohio Department of Urban Affairs, The Final Report of the Ohio
Citizen's Task Force on Corrections E8, 1971
7 planning Feasibility Study, supra note 5, "New construction
should be reinforced concrete structure and walls with
brick veneer to relate to relate to Beacon Hill."
8Interview with Sheriff Buckley, January 22, 1975, "For the record
I want to be quoted as saying that there should be no more
prisons built."
9This is my conservative estimate, if building costs are more
appropriate for this jail atS$30 -$40,000/ inmate cell
the cost is over 6 million.
1 0 Loyola University Law Review, September 1974, 7:613
1 See text p13
1 2Wallace,"Role of Probation and Parole", 7 American Criminal
Law Quarterly,,86,1968
13WilliamAdams, "The SanFrancisco Project: A Critique",
Federal Probation, December 1971, 45
14 See evaluation of empirical research,p.5-41
1 5WaldoGordon 1 Chiricos,Theodore & Dobrin, Leonard, "Community
Contact and Inmate Attitudes: An Experimental Assessment
of Work Release", Criminology: An Interdisciplinary Journal,
November, 1973, Vol. 11(3), 345; Assessed effectiveness
of a wo:k release program by random assignment of eligible
inmates to a work relaese participation group and to a control
.group that did not participate in work-rilease. After a 6
month period, the control-group showed a slight decrease in
self-concept and the work-release Ss showed a significant
decrease in self-'esteem.
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16Root.Lawerence,"Wdrk-Release Legislation",36 Federal Probation,
38,M'Iarch, 1972
171d.
18 Riskin,"Remioving Impediments to Employment of Work-Release
Prisoners, 8, Criminal Law Bulletin, 761, November,1972;
18 U.S.C.S4082,1965
19RdotLawerence,"State Work Release Programs: An Analysis of
Operational Policies", Federal Probation, December 1973,
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2 0 Id.
21Some prisons such as the Worcester County Jail, West Boylston,
Massachusetts providedmaate facilities for work releasees,
see description p. 40,41
22 See Work Fulough, San Mateo or Work Furlough, Santa Clara,
-redemt research summary, p.
2 3 Frank Zimring, "leasuring the Impact of Pre-Trial diversion
from the Criminal Justice System", University of Chicago
Iw Review, Winter 1974, 224
24Charges which if found guilty would not lead to prison sentences
2 5 Vorenberg & Voremberg, "arly Diversion from the Criminal Justice
System: Practice in search of a Teory", Prisoners in America,
L. Ohlin (ed.), 1973
26Jim Sprirer, Boston Courts Resource Project, BCRP has existed
for over 3 years and was instrumental in the passing of
House Bill N. 2199
2 7House Bill, N. 2199 passed by Legislature August 9, 1974,
establishes court diversion statewide to join the states
of Connecticut and Washington
28See text p.23-26
29for example, John Howard and Elizabeth Fry Societies, Philanthropic
Scoiety of London, Quakers, Volunteers of America
30Dliver Keller, Halfway Houses, 1970
31In 1954, Merfyn Turner , after volunteering to visit friendless
prisoners in Pentonville Prison, London, convinced the London.
Parochial Foundation to finance the purchase of a large
Victorian house in north London to provide a residence for
the large number of homeless and destitute prisoners who he met.
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32Delancy Street Foudation based on the Synanon philosophies
currently works as a 'family' of 250 who run flower
del&verie service, auto repair, moving and painting
businesses, N~w York Times, October 14, 1974
33See summary of case studies p.5 94(1
3 4Applicants may apply independently but usually are referred
through a court conviction
35 1nterview with Mike Stanard, staff,Taunton Marathon House
36Delancy Street, supra note 32
37William GlasserM.D., Reality Therapy: A New Approach to Pevehiatry,
1965
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Columns:
I. Date program established
II. Location
III.Financing
IV. Rehabilitation
V. Staff
VI. Community Contact
VII Residential Capacity
VIIISecurity
IX Population handled
X Referral Agency
XI Admission requirements
Column symbols:
Month & Year, P-Proposal,
7-Unknown
U-Urban, R-Rural
1-Federal, 1-State, 3-County,
6-Donations, 7-Private
C-Counselling, E-Education,
P-Psychiatric treatment
S-Probation, Parole, institutions
W-Work therapy, R-Referral,
CW-Charitable work
0- Outdoor challenge
1-Correctional Officers, Probation
Parole Officers
2-Counselors, 3-Administrator,
4-Volunteer, 5-Psychologist
1-Use of Services,
2-Speaking engagements,
-Direct Project involvement,
-Sporadic
0-None
Male/Female
I-Maximum, 2- Minimum,
3-Sign in-sign out, 4-Day leave,
0-None
number, P-proposal
1-Court, 2-Govt. agency,3-prison,
4-private, 5-individuals
0-None, 1-No prior record,
2-Voluntary, 3-previous job,
4-Review by committee, 5-Age,
6-un or underemployment,
7-resident, 8-minor charge,
Column' symbols:
XI. Admission requirements
XII Average Length of
Program
XIII Results Claimed
9-drwi addiction,
10-max. prison sentence i yr.,
11-freely acknowledge guilt,
12-Federal parolee,
13-sober
0-varies, 1-1 month, 2-2 months,
3-3 months, 4-4 months,
5-11 years, 6-1 year,
7-6 weeks
H-Quite high to very high
success,
G-Good success,
F-Fair success,
X-Failure(no effect; same as
control group)
?-Unclassif iable
Columns:
1Charles Street Jail, P?-anning Feasiblity Study, Eliot & Martha
Rothman
2 Productive Assistance, Loyola Univ. L.R,,Sept. 1974
Williams Adams, "The San Francisco Project: A Critique",
Federal Probation, Dec.1971
4 Robert Jeffery, "Work Furlough as an Alternative to Incarceration;
An Assessment of its Effects on Recidivism and S6cial Cost",
Journal of Criminal Law, Sept. 1974
5Alvin Rudolff, "Evaluating Work Furlough: A Followup",
Federal Probation, June 1973
6John Richert, "Court Employment Project", American Bar Association
Journal, Feb. 1975,191
7 Frank Zimring, "Measuring the Impact of Pretrial Diversion from
the Criminal Justice System", University of Chicago L.R.,
Winter 1974
8 Frederick Kessler, Judge, Wisconsin Bar Bulletin, "Pre Trial
Diversion", June 1974
9Colin Angliker, "A therapeutic community for peesistent offenders:
An Evaluation and Follc rstudy on the first fifty cases",
Canadian Psychiatric Association Journal, Aug, 1973
10Michael Peck, "Rehabilitation of Drug Dependent Offenders:
An Alternative Approach", Federal Probation, Sept. 1973
11Marathon House case study
12Rehabilitatation Health case study - E. Boston (alcohol)
13"Ellsworth House", American Journal of Psychiatry, Jan. 1974
14Brooke House case study
i 5 Charlotte House case study
16Hastings House case study - Cambridge (male juveniles)
?Correctional Assistance case study
18Herb William, "An Alternative to the Institutionalization of
Adjudicated Juvenile Offenders", Federal Probation, Sept, 1973
19 Richard Boroch, "Offender Rehabilitation Services and the Defense
of Criminal Cases: The Philadelphia Experience", Criminal'
Law Bulle tin, April 1971
20Floyd Kennedy, "The U.S. Air Force Prisoner Retraing Program",
Federal Probation, September 1970,39
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COOPERATIVE HANDS
Type of facility - a residenze and food cooperative for diversion
from the criminal justice system. This should not serve
as an alternative to prison. Participation is voluntary
and may be referred from a variety of agencies. Financial inde-
pendence is sought through establishing the cooperative
as an initial benefit to the community in which the residence
is located. Pre-release halfway houses retain the threats
and presence of prison even when the security amounts to
a sign in - sign out policy. Emphasis is placed on the desire
to make contact with the local residents by offering addi-
tional short-term service projects. Emphasis for the resident
is to provide a wide range of social contacts while increasing
his confidence and desire to manage his own finances, time
and ability to handle interview or ask questions he needs
answers to. Sk.Uls of carpentry, accounting, business manage-
ment, graphics, public speaking, job seeking, interviewing,
typing, building renovation and design are all possible
areas of involvement that a resident may either be especially
adept or interested. Participation and enthusiasm can be
only aroused out of sincere interest and perceived personal
benefit. No blocks of authority should exist to force aggressio
to turn inwards. Officers or managers of the program should
not be allowed to become entrenched. They should hold those
positions for a small period of time then the responsibilty
rotates to each member. An objective of the cooperative is to
learn to work with other people not tolerate them.
66 .
A crucial element 6f this cooperative is the concept
of 'our own* The importance of personally contributing to the
creation of an objective which you desire is overwhelmingly
necessary for the success of this proposal. While to be given
life's essentials may be physically pleasant, it is psychologi-
cally horrible and the recipient though outwilly expressing
appreciation is inwardly filled with revulsion. This is -a-,
prime fault of the prison reform movements - building better and
more humane conditions into prisons or jails - or any of the
numerous public oriented buidings (for example housing projects)
cannot build any sense of importance or connection with the
individuals who inhabit them. They are built more often com-
pletely without the efforts, feeling and desires of those who
will use them.
An objective is never an end in itself. The efforts that
are exerted in the actualearning of the objective is inseparable
from the achievment. The actual definition of an objective is
interpreted for the individual as the means whereby the objective
was obtained. Tt id'the difference you feel when you buy a mfteal
with the money you earned as against being given the same meal.
Or imagine the greater pride and satisfaction with that meal if
you had helped prepare it, buy the ingredients, secure a'large
quanity from a wholesaler for many friends in your community or
even helped grow and harvest it in your own garden! What you get
from your own effort is really yours. It is bound and knit to
you through the experiences you have undergone securing it.
BUILDING-
1. Zoning can be skirted just as many half-baked halfway houses
arrive unounced as 'Midnight Cowboys' into their
communities. However it should be seriously considered
before investing large efforts to renovate or rebuild.
In Boston the zoning code for either Business (B 1,2,4,8,10)
or Manufacturing (1,2,3,4,8) would be open for both uses
Local and Retail and service stores have the following
potential impediments: 1)space requirement
2)penal communities not allowed
(no definition given)
Apartments(H 1-5) would include restrictions:
1) local stores not allowed
(cooperatives are not included or
excluded)
2.Should be in fair to good condition to force remodelling efforts
and increase the possiblity of both a low renting price and
favorable conditions for a lease.
Permanent improvements - material cost and fixed labor cost
should be applied to the rental cost (deducted percentage
of monthly rent)
Lease will contain automatic renewal clause when lease will
be automatically renewed unless written notice of 1 year is
given.
Leaser may not cancel initially for a specific period (10-15yrs,
Leasee will have option to buy with increasing % of yearly
rental being applied to the purchase p,rice
b. transitional area not necessary - semi-permanent or permannnt
atmosphere to increase involverment and committment of the
involved community residents raises similar aspirations in
residents
c. visibility, anonymity - Neither the cooperative or the
residence need to advertise its existence with large
signs, painting or decoration which is not similar to
surrounding buildings;
small sign on door of cooperative and painting on truck
should be adequate
d. condition of area - variable but substantially populated,
many changes can be initiated -with the assistance of
the residents
e. demographic character - should reflect a mix of young and old
middle incomes, black and white, lower density than central
city
recognizing that a significant element in the presence of
crime in the city is: high density, little solidarity,
many unattached individuals, few group ties
RESIDENTS
10 male, 10 female or similar smallt -c a proportion of both male
and female,
18 years or older
previous conviction of felony or serious misdemeanor, not set
criteria for elimination of those commiting specific crime
No acute drug or alcohol problems
STAFF
2. male, 2 female ; 18 years or older
No set requirements for educational backgound or criminal experience
Extremly enthused about the goals of the projects, desire to work
with not for or over both residents and community members
- ,-=, - .. - - - - - I I z;z I- I- -- - - - - -- --- , -- . - -- --------- 1 -1- -1- -- l-
STAFF,cont.
Experienced in a number of areas relevant ot the creation and
progress of cooperatives or small business and desire & Ability
to share the knowledge of these experiences with others
SECURITY - ACCOUNTABILITY
Sign in - sign out for residents, none for other participants
except to note the hours of effort put in as the require-
ment for participation in the food cooperative (2-4 hrs/month)
FOOD COOPERATIVE
A survey of a number of food coopeatives in the Boston area
revealed the following indicators of popularity and need:
Rainbow Gardens-700members, .steadily growing at 3-5 members/
week
LRIi .Food.: Cobp - LRI-members only, 100
Mission Hill Coop - 500-600, expect more block(street blocks)
to join soon
Dorchester-Roxbury Food Coop - 850, accepting members
constantly from surrounding area
Allston-Erighton Food Co-op - 70, want to keep limited
membership
Caldwell Ave Cocp - 25, like a family, no need to expand
Cambridge Pre-Order Coop- 120, fluctuates but remains constant
Cambridge Food Coop - 3,500, volume of business $65,000,
very limited acceptance (over 65 or another drops out)
Boston Food Coop - 3,500, has stopped accepting members,
created a special Sunday Coop for the overflow, av.
5 calls-f5er day from those seeking merbership
Hancock Street Coop- 70 - 100, fluctuating membership
Another major possibilty would be a housing rehabilitation and
conservation group offering minor repairs, special
reconstruction projects, inside assistance, building
security and gutting out, landscaping and neighborhood
beautification projects
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APPENDIX
- (0
RESTRICTIONS FOR OBTAINING LICENCES
Especially restricted occupations # of states I1A.
(25 or more state having restrictions) restriction
1. Attorney 51 2
2. Physician 50 2
Optometrist 49 2
Nurse-Professional/registered 49 2
5. Accountant 48 2
.6. Dental Hygienist 48 2
7. Nurse Practical/Vocational 48 2
8. Barber 47 -
9. Dentist 47 2
10 Pharmacist 47
11 Physical Therapist 47 1
12 Veterinarian 47 1
13 Broker, Real Estate 46 2
14 Embalmer 46 1
15 Funeral Director 45 -
16 Real Estate, Salesman .45 2
17 Osteopath 44 2
18 Chiropractor 43 1
19 Engineer 43 2
20 Architect 42 2
21 Insurance Agent/Broker 42 2
22 Psychologist 40 2
24 Chropodist 36 1
2 Securities Agent/Broker 34 -
25 Land Surveyor 32 2
26 Beutician 29
27 Teacher .. 28 1
28 Podiatrist 26 1
29 Private Investigator 25 1
1 Indicates a statutory provision that conditions the granting
of a license on the applicant possessing good moral character
and not having a criminal record
2.Indicates a statory provision that conditions the granting of a
license on such grounds as the applicant possessing good
moral character
Aw
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1971 RELEASEES
MCI WALPOLE
N . R_.R
MCI NORFOLK
N A R.R.
MCI CONCORD
_N I R dR.L
FORESTRY CAMPS MCI FRAMINGHAM
N R.R.
TOTAL RELEASEES
N I R.R.
1. COMMITMENT INSTITUTION.
Walpole
Concord
Framingham
150
5
0
(97)
(3)
0
27
20
0
216
18
0
(92) 17
(8) 22
(0) 0
23
499
0
(4)
(96)
(0)
15
29
0
95
9
0
(91)
(9)
(0)
13
33
0
0 0
0 (0)
92 (100)
0
0
29
484 (44)
531 (48)
92 (08)
19
29
29
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
11. NUMBER OF JAIL CREDITS
0 22 (14) 41 2 (12) 21 135 (26) 26 19 '(1) 0 00 (t0) 35 & 9 (24) 27
1-50 49 (31) 29 72 (31) 15 156 (30) 26 33 (32) 18 16 (17) 9 326 (29) 23
51-100 44 (28) 27 58 (25) 12 130 (25) 35 25 (24) 16 7 (8) 14 . 264 (24) 26
101 or more 40 (26) 18 76 (32) 22 101 (19) 26 27 (26) 19 4 (4) 0 248 (22) 24
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
III. ORIGINAL OFFENSE CATEGORY
Offenses against the person 85 (55) 24 124 (53) 21 214 (41) 22 78 (75) 15 22 (24) 18 523 (41) 21
Sex offenses 11 (7) 9 27 (12) 4 22 (4) 14 1 (1) 0 0 (0) 0 61 (6) 8
Property offenses 41 (27) 32 65 (28) 20 218 (42) 34 23 (22) 13 29 (32) 24 '376 (34) 29k
Other offenses 5 (3) 20 4 (2) 25 18 (3) 44 2 (2) 0 21 (23) 38 50 (3) 36
Drug offenses 13 (8) 54 14 (6) 0 50 (10) 30 0 (0) 0 20 (22) 40 97 (9) 31
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-Recidivism Rate
a
VARIABLE
I.
VARIABLE
XXI.' LONGEST PERIOD ONE JOB
Less than 1 month
1 month or 2 months
3 months or 4 months
5 months or 6 months
7 to 9 months
10 to 12 months
1 year to 2 years
2 to 5 years
5 years or more
Unknown
MCI WALPOLE
11 1 &Wa*
1
12
16
11
14
16
20
25
16
24
(1) 100
(8) 42
(10) 25
(7) 36
(9) -43
(10) 25
(13) 5
(16) 36
(10) 6
(15) 29
MCI NORFOLK
1 21 RsR,
8
12
20
17
15
15
40
47
28
32
(3)
(5)
(9)
(7)
(6)
(6)
(17)
(20)
(12)
(14)
25
25
30
24
27
20
17
15
.4
13
MCI CONCORD
li I -,
46 (9)
77 (15)
80 (15)
63 (12)
44 (8)
20 (4)
77 (15)
46 (9)
3 (1)
66 (13)
37.
31
35
27
23
15
25
30
0
23
fORESTRY CAMPS
2
9
11
4
6
7
19
13
17
16
(2)
(9)
(11)
(4)
(6)
(7)
(18)
(13)
(16)
(15)
0
22
36
0
0
0
0
15
6
38
MCI FRAMINGHAM
p 2 LLR&
.7 (8)
12 (13)
11 (12)
11 (12)
5 (5)
2 (2)
19 (21)
11 (12)
3 (3)
11 (12)
57
17
36
27
80
0
26
18
-33
18
TOTAL RELEASEES
64 (6)
122 (11)
138 (12)
106 (10)
84 (8)
60 (5)
175 (16)
142 (13)
67 (6)
149 (13)
38
30
39
26
29
17
18
24
6
23
Total . 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25I I.
*R.R.uRecidivism Rate
I
.1 .
VAAIABLE
XX. LENGTH EMPLOWYMENT
(Most skilled position)
Less than 1 month
1 month or 2 months
3 months or 4 months
5 months or 6 months
7-9 months
10-12 months
1 year to 2 years
2 to 5 years
5 years or more
Unknown
MCI WALPOLE
It .
1
14
18
12
15
14
17
23
15
26
(1)
(9)
(12)
(8)
(10)
(9)
(11)
(15)
(10)
(17)
100
29
33
32
23
29
6
35
0
31
MGA NORFOLK
N I E.RL
14
22
20
14
10
17
34
45
24
34
(6)
(9)
(9)
(6)
(4)
(7)
(15)
(19)
(10)
(15)
14
14
25
29
40
18
24
16
0
15
MCI CONCORD
N Y A.L.
49 (9)
81 (16)
90 (17)
58 (11)
39 (7)
18 (3)
73 (14)
44 (8)
4- (1)
66 (13)
35
31
33
29
29
17
25
27
25
23
FORESTRY CAMPS
N2 
.R.JR.
2
10
10
4
6
7
19
13
17
16
(2)
(10)
(10)
(4)
(6)
(7)
(1,8)
(13)
(16)
(15)
0
30
30
0
0
0
0
15
6
38
MCI FRAMINGHAM-
N E L.
7 (8)
12 (13)
11 (12)
11 (12)
5 (5)
2 (2)
19 (21)
11 (12)
3 (3)
11 (12)
0
17
36
27
80
0
26
18
33
18
TOTAL RELEASEES
N 2j R .R c
73 (7) 33
139 (13) 27
149 (14) 32
99 (9) 25
75 (7) 29
58 (5) 17
162 (15) 20
136 (12) 23
63 (6) 5
153 (14) 24
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
p4
*R.R.=ReCidivism hate
0kb
A
VARIABLE
XXIV. DRUG USE
No mention of drugs
Drug user
(No specific kind)
Drug user
(mention of heroin)
Drug user
(Other than heroin or
marijuana)
Drug User
(Marijuana)
Unknown
MCI WALPOLE
Ri R __
95
17
19
13
2
.9
(61)
(11)
(12)
(8)
(1)
(6)
23
12
58
31
50
22
MCI NORFOLK
Ni 2 R4RL
182
10
17
7
7
11
(78)
(4)
(7)
(3)
(3)
(5)
17
20
20
24
14
27
MCI CONCORD
X 2 F RR
272
40
147
34
24
5
(52)
(8)
(28)
(7)
(5)
(1)
25-
15
39
35
17
20
FORESTRY CAMPS
89 (86) 11
2 (2) 0
6 (6) 50
2
4
-1
(2) 50
(4) 0
(1) 100
MCI FRAMINGHAM
69
11
7
3
0
2
(75)
(12)
(8)
(3)
(0)
(2)
26
36
29
67
0
50
TOTAL RELEASEES
0
N R.R. K
707
80
196
59
37
28
(64) 21
(7) 18
(18) 39
(5) 34
(3) 14
(6) 28
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.Recidivism Rate
VARIABLE
XXV. AGE AT FIRST ARREST
7 -9
10 - 12
13 - 15
16 -18
19 - 21
22 - 24
25 - 27
28 - 30
31 and above
Unknown
MCI WALPOLE
N RR*
3
23
58
35
20
8
2
2
4
0
(2)
(15)
(37)
(23)
(13)
(5)
(1)
(1)
(3).
(0)
33
44
35
14
15
25
0
0
25
0
MCI NORFOLK MCI CONCORD
N R .R.
6
22
55
67
35
15
12
7
13
2
(3)
(9)
(24)
(29)
(15)
(6)
(5)
(3)
(6)
(1)
33
14
24
22
17
0
0
0
15
0
N Z R.R.
12
70
201
147
59
14
7
1
2
- 9
(2)
(13)
(39)
(28)
(11)
(3)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(2)
33
30
30
29
22
14
14
0
50
22
FORESTRY CAMPS
N RR.
2
16
27
24
20
6
4
1
3
1
(2)
(15)
(26)
(23)
(19)
(6)
(4)
(1)
(3)
(1)
50
25
15
17
0
17
0
0
0
100
MCI FRAMINGHAM
N 2k IR
. 0
3
13
37
18
7
6
2
6.
0
(0)
(3)
(14)
(40)
(20)
(8)
(7)
(2)
(7)
(0)
0
67
8
38
39
14
33
0
0
.0
TOTAL RELEASEES
23 (2) 35
134 (12) 30
354 (32) 28
310 (28) 26
152 (14) 19
50 (5) 12
:l (3) 10
13 (1) 0
28 (3) 14
12 (1) 24
Total {_155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 j 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-REcidivism Rate
.
6
VARIABLE
XXXVIX. NUMBER OF PRIOR STATE
OR FEDERAL INCARCERA-
TIONS
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 or more
MCI WALPOLE
N Z Re
44 (28)
37 (24)
32 (21)
18 (12)
9 (6)
7 (5)
-5 (3)
2 (1)
0 (0)
1 (1)
27
27
25
28
22
29
40
0
0
100
k1CI NORFOLK
N R R.
138
40
28
11
3
8
2
3
0
1
(59)
(17)
(12)
(5)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
17
17
18
27
0
25
50
0
0
0
MCI CONCORD
f A R
330
123
48
9
3
4
3
1
1
0
(63)
(24)
(9)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
25
30
38
33
67
50
0
100
0
0
ORESTRY CAMPS
SX ALL
63
14
13
8
1
1
3
0
0
(61)
(13)
(13)
(8)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(0)
(0)
16
7
15
13
0
0
33
0
0
0
MCI FRAMINGHAM
E 2 R R
70
5
9
4
3
1
0
0
0
0
(76)
(5)
(10)
(4)
(3)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
30
20
44
0
33
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES
H a RNR
645
219
130
50
19
21
13
7
1
2
(58)
(20)
(12)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
23
26
28
24
26
30
31
14
0
33
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-Recidivism ate
VARIABLE
XXXVI. NUMBER OF HOUSES OF
CORRECTION INCARCERATIONS
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 -. 20
21 or more
MCI WALPOLE
V 2 R._R*
38
26
30
19
11
11
6
4
0
2
7
1
(25) 18
(17) 19
(19) 30
(12) 32
(7) 45
(7) 10
(4) 50
(3) 25
(0) 0
(1) 50
(5) 43
(1) 0
MCI NORFOLK
N Y R.R.
98
42
31
13
19
7
8
5
2
1
5
3
(42) 15
(18) 21
(13) 16
(6) 23
(8) 16
(3) 14
(3) 13
(2) 20
(1) 0
(0) 100
(2) 40
(1) 0
MCI CONCORD
1N 2 R.R.
303
100
44
35
10
14
6
-0
4
0.
6
0
(58)
(19)
(8)
(7)
(2)
(3)
(1)
(0)
(1)
(0).
(1)
(0)
22
36
43
29
50
29
33
0
'50
0
33
0
FORESTRY CAMPS
S RR.
49
18
9
14
5
2
4
3
0
0
0
0
(47)
(17)
(9)
(13)
(5)
(2)
(4)
(3)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
12
17
11
0
40
0
50
33
0
0
0
0
MCI FRAMINGHAM
2 R.R.
78
7
4
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
(85)
(8)
(4)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
27
57
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES
11 % .RL
566
193
118
82
46
35
24
12
6
3
18
4
(51)
(17)
(11)
(7)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(0)
21
28
29
23
33
21
33
25
33
39
39
0
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
I*R.R.mRecidiviim Rate
a
VARIABLE
XXXVIII. NUMBER OF TIMES PAROLED
AS A JUVENILE
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
MCI WALPOLE
N R .*
100
15
17
9
5
5
3
-1
(65)
(10)
(11)
(6)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(1)
22
27
41
22
40
80
33
0
MCI NORFOLK
N R.R.
177
23
13
6
10
2
3
0
(76) 15
(10) 30
(6) 23
(3) 33
(4) 10
(1) 0
(1) 33
(0) 0
MCI CONCORD
N, X LL.
354
76
40
29
12
9
1
1
(68)
(15)
(8)
(6)
(2)
(2)
(0)
(0)
27
37
25
34
8
33
0
0
MCI FRAMINGIIA.%
X R. R..
75
8
15
3
1
0
2
0
(72) 9
(8) 13
(14) 20
(3) 33
(1) 100
(0) 0
(2) 100
(0) 0
(92)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(0)
(1)
(0)
(0)
85
3
1
2
0
1
0
0
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-Recidivism Rate
N 2i ERR.
31
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
791 (71)
125 (11)
86 (8)
49 (4)
28 (3)
17 (2)
9 * (1)
2 (1)
22
32
27
31
18
47
44
0
FORESTRY CAMPS TOTAL RELEASFES
VARIABLE
XXXIX. NUMBER OF TIMES SUBJECT
VIOLATED PAROLE AS A
JUVENILE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
MCI WALPOLE
N ___.R.
113
18
11
7
4
1
1
(73)
(12)
(7)
(5)
(3)
(1)
(1)
23
50
18
43
50
0
0
MCI NORFOLK
N R.R.
197
16
10
7
3
1
0
(84)
(7)
(4)
(3)
(1)
(0)
(0)
16
44
20
14
0
0
0
MCI CONCORD
N N kiL-R
434
41
28
-9
8
0
2
(83)
(8)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(0)
(0)
28
29
21
44
25
0
0
FORESTRY CAMPS
ji R.R.
85
12
5
2
0
0
0
(82)
(12)
(5)
(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)
11
17
60
50
0
0
0
[4CI FRAMINGHAM
N 2 R.R.
89
0
2
0
0
1
0
(97)
(0)
(2)
(0)
(0)
(1)
(0)
29
0
0
0
0
100
0
TOTAL RFLEASEES
. R. R.
918
87
56
25
15
3
3
(83)
(a)
(5)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(0)
23
34
23
36
27
33
0
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 .92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.=Recidivism Rate
VARJABLE
XXCXI. NUMBER OF ADULT PAROLE
VIOLATIONS
0
1
2
3
4
5
MCI WALPOLE
N Z R.R.*
59
49
29
13
4
1
(38) 27
(32) 27
(19) 34
(8) 15
(3) 0
(1) 100
MCI NORFOLK
N N R.R.
157
53
15
6
2
1
(67) 17
(23) 13
(6) 40
(3) 17
(1) 50
(0) 0
MCI CONCORD
N 2i R R.
363
125
26
4
4
0
(70)
(24)
(5)
(1)
(1)
(0)
25
38
27
25
25
0
FORESTRY CAMPS
, i 4 1RL
70
19
12
3
0
0
(67)
(18)
(12)
(3)
(0)
(0)
14
16
8
33
0
0
MCI FRAMINGHAM
N Z R&
76
10
5
1
0
0
(83)
(11)
(5)
(1)
(0)
(0)
28
50
20
0
0
0
TOTAL PELEASEES
N 24 R.R.
725
256
87
27
10
2
(65)
(23)
(8)
(2)
(1)
(0)
23
29
26
19
20
50
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-Recidivism Rate
. a
MCI WALPOLE
_1N2 R.R.*
. MCI NORFOLK
N t R.R_
MCI CONCORD
_N % R.aLR.
FORESTRY CAMPS
E 7 R.
MCI FRAMINGIIAM
N 2i R.R.
TOTAL RELEASEES
N- R.R.
XXXX. NUMBER OF ADULT PAROLES
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
49
45
34
17
7
2
1
0
(32)
(29)
(22)
(11)
.(5)
(1)
(1)
(0)
29
27
29
18
29
50
0
0
133
56
26
11
3
2
2
1
(57)
(24)
(11)
(5)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
17
14
23
9
33
50
50
0
337
128
46
5
4
2
0
0
(65)
(25)
(9)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
24
38
33
0
50
0
0
0.
- 64
18
13
5
3
1
0
0
(62)
(17)
(13.)
(5)
(3)
(1)
(0)
(0)
14
11
15
20
33
0
0
0
74
9
5
2
2
0
0
0
(80)
(10)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)
28
33
40
0
50
0
0
0
657
256
124
40
19
7
3
1
(59)
(23)
(11)
(4)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(0)
23
29
28
13
37
29
33
0
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-Recidivism Rate
VARIABLE
a
....... 1 ....... -----
VARIABLE
' XII. MAXIMUM SENTENCES
6 months
1 year
2 years
3 "t
4 a.
5 a,
6 -
7
8 -
9 "
10 "
14
15 "-
17 "
11 "
20
22 -
25 -
30 -a
35
36 "
- 50 "
Life
MCI WALPOLE
p Y2 _.R.*
0 (0)
0 (0)
2 (2)
9 (6)
1 (1)
43 (28)
11 (7)
26 (17)
3 (2)
2 (1)
28 (18)
5 (3)
0 (0)
11 (7)
1 (1)
1 (1)
5 (3)
0 (0)
2 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
5 (3)
0
0
50
22
0
35
27
27
33
0
29
20
0
18
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
MCI NORFOLK
N R L...
0 (0)
1 (0)
1 (0)
13 (6)
3 (1)
54 (23)
9 (4)
38 (16)
13 (6)
2 (1)
41 (18)
14 (6)
1 (0)
19 (8)
0 (0)
3 (1).
10 (4)
1 (0)
1 (0)
0 (0)
2 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
8 (3)
0
100
100
15
0
20
22
a
15
50
17
7
0
26
0
33
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
MCI CONCORD
P X -R.R..
0
6
21
6
0
446
3
11
5
1
14
1
0
2
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
(0)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(0)
(85)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(3)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
0
17
52
33
0
28
33
0
0
0
14
0
0
50
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
FORESTRY CAMPS
R.R.
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
8 (8)
2 (2)
26 (25)
5 (5)
10 (10)
5 (5)
5 (5)
16 (15)
8 (8)
0 (0)
6 (6)
0 (0)
1 (1)
11 (11)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0
0
0
0
0
19
0
10
40
40
6
25
0
0-
0
0
9
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
MCI FRAMINGHAM
N X R..
6 (7)
2 (2)
29 (32)
0 (0)
0 (0)
49 (53)
3 (3)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
20
0
41
0
0
27
33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES f
N 2 R.R.
6 (1)
9 (1)
53 (5)
36 (3)
6 (1)
618 (56)
31 (3)
85 (8)
26 (2)
10 (1)
100 (9)
28 (3)
1 (0)
39 (4)
1 (0)
6 (1)
28 (3)
2 (0)
3 (0)
1 (0)
2 (0)
1 (0)
1 (0)
14 (1)
20
22
47
17
0
28
23
13
19
30
18
14
0
21
0
17
29
0
0
100
0
0
0
'7
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) . 18 522 ~(100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-Recidivism Rate
VARIABLE
XI. MINIMUM SENTENCE
Indeterminate
2 years
3 -
4 "
5 -
6
7 -
8 "
9 "
10 "
11 --
12 -f
14 to
15 "
16 "f
17 -
19
20 "
24 to
25 to
27 "
34 "
40 -o
41
Life
MCI WALPOLE
N N R.
3 (2)
19 (12)
48 (31)
18 (12)
25 (16)
4 (3)
9 (6)
6 (4)
2 (1)
5 (3)
1 (1)
3 (2)
1 (1)
3 (2)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0),
0 (0)
1 (1)
1 (1)
0 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
1 (1)
o (0)
4 (3)
33
26
35
39
20
0
11
17
0
40
100
0
0
33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
25
MCI NORFOLK
N % RaR.
15 (6)
31 (13)
47 (20)
20 (9)
47 (20)
15 (6)
12 (5)
9 (4)
4 (2)
15 (6)
0 (0)
2 (1)
0 (0)
4 (2)
0 (0)
1 (o)
2 (1)
o (0)
3 (1)
0 (0)
0 (u)
1 (0)
2 (1)
0 (0)
1 (0)
3 (1)
27
16
15
15
13
27
,25
11
25
27
0
50
0
0
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33
MCI CONCORD
N N R.R.
462 (89)
15 (3)
11 (2)
8 (2)
11 (2)
4 (1)
2 (0)
.3 (1)
0 (u)
2 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (0)
1 (0)
0 (0)
1 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (0)
o (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
29
27
27
0
0
25
0
33
0
so
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
FORESTRY CAMPS
N 2 . R.R.
9 (9)
13 (13)
26 (25)
12 (12)
16 (15)
a (8)
2 (2)
4 (4)
0 (0)
4 (4)
1 (1)
2 (2)
0 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
4 (4)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
33
0
19
8
13
13
0
0
0
50
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
14CI FRA.MINGHAM
N 2 R.R.
89 (97)
0 0
0 0
1 (1)
0 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
o (0)
0 (0)
o (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES
N R.R.
578 (52) 30
78 (7) 18
132 (12) 24
59 (5) 19
99 (9) 13
32 (3) 19
25 (2) 16
22 (2) 14
6 (1) 2
26 (2) 35
2 (0) 50
7 (1) 14
1 No) 0
9 (1). 11
1 (0) 0
1 (0) 0
(1) 29
1 (0) 0
4 (0) 0
1 (0) 0
1 (0) 100
3 (0) .0
2 (0) 0
1 (0) 0
1 (0) 0
a (1) 25
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104(100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.-Recidivism Rate
- -- I 1 11 11 i 1.1.1"Wil - I - I- -- I -- 1.11 , - -. 1-1- - - -- 11- -, 1 .1 - I - - -- 1-11 - 1-'--,-"--- ", " - -- - I -, - "I -
I
F. __ -~
VARIABLE
XVI. SERVICE DATA
None
Honorable
Dishonorable
Bad Conduct Discharge
Medical
In Armed Services -
Discharge Not Listed
Unknown
MCI WALPOLE
L __L*
96
17
1
33
4
2
2
(62)
(11)
(1)
(21)
(3)
(1)
(1)
32
12
0
21
0
0
100
MCI NORFOLK
N 2 RR.
147
48
13
17
4
4
1
(63)
(21)
(6)
(7)
(2)
(2)
(0)
20
13
8
24
0
0
0
MCI CONCORD
_N ~ R.R.
420
48
1
37
9
4
3
(80) 30
(9) 15
(0) 0
(7) 24
(2) 33
(1) 25
(1) 67
FORESTRY CAMPS
_N 2 R.R.
78
18
0
7
0
1
0
(75)
(17)
(0)
(7)
(0)
(1)
(0)
13
22
0
14
0
0
0'
MCI FRAMINGHAM
_N R__R
92
0
0
0
0
0
0
(100)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
29
0
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES
R RR,
833
131
15
94
17
11
6
(75) 27
(12) 15
(1) 7
(9) 22
(2) 18
(1) 9
(1) 67
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.=Recidiviam Rate
..1
VARIABLE
XVII. LAST CIVILIAN ADDRESS
Boston
Northern Suburbs
Remaining Metropolitan
Area
Lowell-Lawrence Area
New Bedford - Fall River
Area
Springfield Area
Worcestcr Area
Rema ining :.assachusetts
Area
Out of State
Unknown
MCI WALPOLE
N 2 R.R,_*
61
19
10
9
11
11
8
11
8
7
(39) 20
(12) 32
(6)
(6)
(7)
(7)
(5)
(7)
(5)
(5)
50
44
27
27
38
27
13
29
MCI NORFOLK
81
25
24
11
7
32
12
25
14
3
(35)
(11)
(10)
(5)
(3)
(14)
(5)
(11)
(6)
(1)
MCI CONCORD
N 2 R.R.
14
32
21
9
14
13
33
20
14
29
188
68
43
16
31
49
53
56
17
1
(36) 26
(13) 32
(8) 23
(3) 31
(6) 39
(9) 33
(10) 32
(11) 14
(3) 41
(1) 100
FORESTRY CAMPS
S R.R.
43
7
(41) 12
(7) 29
12 (12)
4 (4)
2 (2)
12 (12)
10 (10)
10
4
0
(10)
(4)
(0)
8
0
0
17
30
10
25
0
MCI FRAMINGHAM
P 2 R.R.
53
8
8
5
1
7
2
4
1
3
(58) 34
(9) 13
(9)
(5)
(1)
(8)
(2)
(4)
(1)
(3)
63
20
0
0
50
25
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES r
N N R.R.
426
127
97
45
52
111
85
106
44
14
(38) 22
(11) 31
(9)
(4)
(5)
(10)
(8)
(10)
(4)
(1)
27
24
31
23
33
17
25
21
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.=Recidivisa Rate
VARIABLE
XXXV. NUMBER OF JUVENILE
INCARCERATIONS
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
MCI WALPOLE
N % R.*
92
18
16
12
5
3
7
2
(59)
(12)
(10)
(8)
'(3)
(2)
(5)
(1)
, MCI NORFOLK
N N Pa
23
28
31
42
20
67
43
0
167 (71)
28 (12)
13 (6)
9 (4)
9 (4)
6 (3)
2 (1)
0 (0)
15
18
54
22
11
17
0
0
MCI CONCORD
jN Y R.R.
327
-90
46
32
15
10
1
1I
(63)
(17)
(9)
(6)
(3)
(2)
(0)
(0)
25
42
17
34
33
30
0
0
FORESTRY CAMPS
S! N R.R.
73
11
13
5
2
0
0
0
(70)
(11)
(13-)
(5)
(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)
10
9
23
40
100
0
0
0
MCI FRAMINGHAM
N N _R..
81
6
2
1
1
0
0
(88)
(7)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
30
33
0
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES
N R.R. 
740
153
90
59
32
20
10
3
(67)
(14)
(8)
(5)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(0)
21
33
25
37
28
26
36
0
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.=Recidivism Rate
MCI WALPOLE MCI NORFOLK MCI CONCORD FORESTRY CAMPS MCI FRAMINGHAM TOTAL RELEASEES
VARtABLE N R.R* NR R.R. R R.R. N2j R.R. N R.R.
XXIII. EDUCATION
(Last grade completed)
1 0 (0) 0 2 (1) 0 0 (0) 0 1 (1) 0 0 (0) 0. 3 (0) 0
2 0 (0) 0 4 (2) 0 0 (0) 0 0 (0) 0 1 (1) 0 5 (0) 0
3 1 (1) 100 2 (1) 0 4 (1) 50 6 (6) 0 0 (0) 0 13 (1) 23
4 1 (1) 0 3 (1) 0 5 (1) 20 1 (1) 0 0 (0) 0 10 (1) 10
5 5 (3) 40 4 (2) 0 6 (1) 33 0 (0) 0 3 (3) 0 18 (2) 22
6 7 (5) 43 10 (4) 0 25 (5) 24 5 (5) 0 1 (1) 0 48 (4) 19
7 13 (8) 23 22 (9) 32 55 (11) 33 9 (9) 11 8 (9) 13 107 (10) 28
8 37 (24) 27 44 (19) 20 111 (21) 30 20 (19) 15 8 (9) 25 220 (20) 26
9 27 (17) 26 42 (18) 19 121 (23) 28 20 (19) 25 12 (13) 50 222 (20) 27
10 18 (12) 28 39 (17) 18 72 (14) 24 14 (13) 14 20 (22) 50 163 (15) 25
11 10 (6) 30 14 (6) 29 43 (8) 42 3 (3) 0 11 (12) 27 61 (7) 35
12 or more 24 (16) 21 40 (17) 13 '76 (14) 18 20 (19) 20 21 (23) 19 181 (16) 18
Unknown 12 (8) 25 8 (3) 13 4 (1) 50 5 (5) 0 7 (8) 14 36 (3) 19
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.=Recidivism Rate
1971 Rr:LEASES
VARIABLE
XXII. EDUCATION
(General Description)
Special Classes
General Ecuivalency
Diploma
Special Classes and
General Equivalency
Diploma
None of above
MCI WALPOLE
! g R_*
19 (12) 32
10 (6) 20
0
126
(0) 0
(81) 27
MCI NORFOLK
N 2 R.R.
20 (9) 25
6 (3) 17
0
208
(0) 0
(69) 17
MCI CONCORD
N X R.R.
46 (9) 37
10 (2) 10
0
466
(0)
(89) 28
FORESTRY CAMPS
N R.R.
16 (15) 6
8 (8) 13
1
79
(1)100
(76) 15
MCI FRAMINGHAM
_ R.R.
4 (4) 25
0 (0) 0
0
88
(0)
(96)
0
30
TOTAL RELEASEES
N 5 R.R.
105 (9) 29
34 (3) 15
1
9b 7
(0) 100
(87) 24
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.eRecidivismi Rate
.1
1971 RELEASEES
VARIABLE
IV. SPECIFIC TYPE OF PERSON
OFFENSES
Murder, 1st
Murder, 2nd
Man5laughter
Assault w/in to commit
murder
Armed Robbery
Unarmed Robbery
Assault
Kidnapping
Extortion
MCI WALPOLE
R R_
2
4
9
0
36
13
20
0
1
(1)
(3)
(6)
(0)
(23)
(8)
(13)
(0)
(1)
0
25
0
0
31
38
'15
0
0
MCI 1NORFOLK
N R R
1
7
25
2
45
14
26
2
2
(0)
(3)
(11)
(1)
(19)
(6)
(11)
(1)
(1)
0
14
12
0
24
21
27
50
0
MCI CONCORD
F 2 R.R.
1
0
4
2
99
57
50
0
1
(0) 0
(0) 0
(1) 25
(0) 50
(19) 19
(11) 23
(10) 24
(0) 0
(0) 100
FORESTRY CAMPS
N 2j R.R.
0
0
15-
1
37
12
13
0
0
(0)
(0)
(14)
(1)
(36)
(12)
(13)
(0)
(0)
0
0
7
0
14
33
15
0
0
MCI FRAMINGHAM
N R. R.
1
0
6
0
4
0
11
0
0
(1)
(0)
(7)
0
0
0
(0) 0
(4) 25
(0) 0
(12) 27
(0) 0
(0) 0
TOTAL RELEASEES
5
11
59
(1)
(1)
(5)
5 (1)
221 (20)
96 (9)
120 (11)
2 (0)
4 (0)
0
18
8
20
21
26
23
50
25
Subtotal:
OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON 85 (55) 24 124 (53) 21 214 (41) 22 78 (75) 22 22 24 18 523 (47) 21
*R.R.mReCidivism Rate
2
MCI WALPOLE
v- 1 ___.*
MCI NORFOLK
N2j R.R.
MCI CONCORD
A Y ELs.
FORESTRY CAMPS
X R4RL
MCI FRAMINGHAM
S aLhJ.
TOTAL RELEASEES
N 21 R
XIV. . RACE
White
Black
Other
114 (74)
41 (26)
-0 (0)
32
15
0
168 (72)
65 (28)
1 (0)
18
14
100
357
164
1
(68) 27
(31) 32
(0) 0
71 (68)
32 (31)
1 (1)
15
13
0
50
42
0
(54) 32
(46) 26
(0) 0
760
344
3
(69) 25
(31) 2
(0) 33
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 1a 522 (100) 28 .104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
XV. MARITAL STATUS
Varried 37 (24) 24 75 (32) 17 79 (15) 23 24 (23.) 8 17 (18) 35 232 (21) 21
Single 81 (52) 30 96 (41) 23 384 (74) 28 .51 (49) 20 54 (59) 31 666 (60) 27
Divorced 22 (14) 32 31 (13) 13 45 (9) 40 19 (10) 16, 3 (3) 33 120 (11) 28
Widowed 2 (1) 0 6 (3) 0 . 3 (1) 33 4 (4) 0 4 (4) 0 19 (2) 5
Common Law 0 (0) 0 0 (0) 0 1 (0) 0 1 (1) 0 0 (0) 0 2 (0) 0
Separated 13 (8) 15 26 (11) 8 10 (2) 20 5 (5) 0 14 (15) 21 68 (6) 13
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 24
*R.R.=Recidivism Rate
VARIABLE
. . a
MCI NORFOLK
N R.R.
MCI CONCORD
N 2; R.R.
FORESTRY CAMPS
N R.R.
MCI FRAMINGIlAM
N R.R.
TOTAL RELEASEES
N R.R.
XIII. AGE AT COMMITMENT
15
16
17
18
19 - 21
22 - 24
25 - 27
28 - 30
31 - 33
34 - 36
37 - 39
40 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 7.0
71 and above
Unknown
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.=RecidiVism Rat.
.4
VARIABLE
MCI WALPOLE
N B..
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
5 (3)
23 (15)
36 (23)
29 (19)
17 (11)
12 (8)
8 (5)
8 (5)
14 (9)
2 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0
0
0
20
39
28
31
12
25
25
38
14
50
0
0
0
0
0
3
5
36
42
40
20
20
15
15
30
2
3
0
3
(0)
(0)
(1)
(2)
(15)
(18)
(17)
(9)
(9)
(6)
(6)
(13)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(1)
0
0
0
20
28
24
18
10
15
20
38
7
0
0
0
33
1
7
43
60
203
114
57
.13
13
2
2
5
0
0
0
2
(0)
(1)
(8)
(11)
(39)
(22)
(11)
(2)
(2)
(0)
(0)
(1)
(0)(0)
(0)
(0)
0
0
30
27
28
35
25
15
15
0
0
60
0
0
0
50
0
0
1
2
20
17
12
17
5
10
6
10
3
0
-0
1
(0)
(0)
(1)
(2)
(19)
(16)
(12)
(16)
(5)
(10)
(6)
(10)
(3)
(0)
(0)
(1)
0
0
100
0
20
12
25
6
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
6
9
21
14
14
7
5
4
6
4
1
1
0
0
(0)
(0)
(7)
(10)
(23)
(15)
(15)
(8)
(5)
(4)
(7)
(4)(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
0
0
33
22
38
14
50
14
80
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
1
7
54
81
303
223
152
74
55
39
37
163
8
4
0
6
(0) 0
(1) 0
(5) 30
(7) 25
(27) 29
(20) 29
(14) 26
(7) 11
(5) 22
(4) 21
(3) 16
(6) 11
(1) 13
(0) 0
(0) 0
(1) 50
VARIABLE
XXXIV. NUMBER OF CHARGES
ESCAPES
0
1
2
3
4
5 or more
MCI WALPOLE
N R._R,
129
22
3
1
0
0
(83)
(14)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(0)
24
41
33
100
0
0
. MCI NORFOLK
. A R.R.
219 . (94) 18
13 (6) 8
1 (0) 0
1 (0) 100
0 (0) 0
0 (0) 0
MCI CONCORD
N I R.R.
483
32
5
2
0
0
(93)
(6)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
28
31
20
0
0
0
FORESTRY CAMPS
N I R.R.
95
6
1
1
- 1
0
(91)
(6)
(1)
(1)
(1)
,(0)
14
17
100
0
0
0
MCI. FRAMINGIHAM
N 2 R.R.
78
7
4
1
1
i1
(85)
(8)
(4)
(1)
(1)
(1)
27
57
50
0
0
0
TOTAL RELEASEES
N R.R.
1 004
80
.14
6
2
1
(91)
(7)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
24
31
31
33
0
0
Total 155 (100) 27 234 (100) 18 522 (100) 28 104 (100) 14 92 (100) 29 1 107 (100) 25
*R.R.=(ecidivism Rate
a
TOTAL RELEASEES
N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N %
XXXXII. RECIDIVISM DATA
(1) Non-Pecidivists
(2) Rncidivists
(a) Technical
Parole
Violation
(b) Parole viola-
tion, New
Arrest
(c) New Conunit-
. ment
Subtotal
113 (73)
42 (27)
14 (9)
20 (13)
8
42
(5)
(27)
193 (82)
41 (18)
19 (8)
18 (8)
4
41
(2)
(18)
375 (72)
147 (28)
57 (11)
77 (15)
13
147
(2)
(28)
89 (86)
15 (14)
5 (5)
10 (10)
0
15
,(0)
(14)
65 (71)
27 (29)
23 (25)
3 (3)
1
27
(1)
(29)
835 (75)
272 (25)
11 (11)
128 (12)
26 (2)
272 (25)
Grand Total 155 (100) 234 (100) 522 (100) 104 (100) 92'(100) 1 107 (100)
*R.R.-Recidivism Rate
VARIABLE
MCI FRAMINGHAMMCI WALPOLE MCI NORFOLK MCI CONCORD FORESTRY CAMPS
0J
INTERVIEWIS, princ ipal
David Nee - Deer Island community programs, Boston Department of
Public Facilities
Beth McClure - Administrative Asst. to Bill Nickerson, Boston
Penal Commissioner
Constantine Karalis - architect
Linda McKay - Massachusetts Department'.of Corrections
Eliot Rothman - architect
Sheriff auckley - Cambridge
Deputy Sheriff Ford - Worcester
Brian Riley - Executive Director of Massachusetts Halfway Houses, Inc.
Dan Nakamoto - counselor, Coolidge House
Dane Perry - Massachusetts Council on Crime and Correction
Stan Lay - Director of Community Programs, Federal Bureau of Prisons,
Washington, D.C.
Dan Le Clair - Massachusetts Department of Corrections
Joe Green - Rehabilitation Health, E. Boston
John Durand - Correctional Assistance Program
Benedict Alper - -professor, Boston College
Rick Ochberg - editor, Pre-Trial Intervention Review, American Bar
Association, Washington D.C.
Clair Hayes - Charlotte House
Micky Richardson - Hastings House, Cambridge
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Winter 1974
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9Colin Angliker, "A therapeutic community for peesistent offenders:
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Canadian Psychiatric Association Journal, Aug, 1973
ioMichael Peck, "Rehabilitation of Drug Dependent Offenders:
An Alternative Approach", Federal Probation, Sept. 1973
11Marathon House case study
12Rehabilitatation Health case study - E. Boston (alcohol)
13 "Ellsworth House", American Journal of Psychiatry, Jan. 1974
14Brooke House case study
15Charlotte House case study
16Hastings House case study - Cambridge (male juveniles)
17 Correctional Assistance case study
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Adjudicated Juvenile Offenders", Federal Probation, Sept, 1973
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